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ABSTRACT
This report addresses some of the space electrical power system
technologies that should be developed for the U.S. space program to remain
competitive in the 21st century. A brief historical overview of some U.S.
manned/unmanned spacecraft power systems is discussed to establish the fact
that electrical systems are and will continue to become more sophisticated as
the power levels approach levels comparable to terrestrial electrical power
systems.
Adaptive/Expert power systems that can function in an extraterrestrial
environment will be required to take the appropriate action during electrical
faults so that the fault impact is minimal. Manhours can be reduced
significantly by relinquishing tedious routine system component maintenance to
the adaptive/expert system. By cataloging component signatures over time this
system can set a flag for a premature component failure and thus possibly
avoid a major fault. High frequency operation is important if the electrical
power system mass is to be reduced significantly. High power semiconductor or
vacuum switching components will be required to meet future power demands.
System mass tradeoffs have been investigated in terms of operating at
high temperature, efficiency, voltage regulation, and system reliability. It
appears that high temperature semiconductors will be required. Silicon
carbide materials will operate at temperature around 1000OK and the diamond
material up to 1300OK. The driver for elevated temperature operation is that
radiator mass is reduced significantly because of inverse temperature to the
fourth power.
T_is report includes a comprehensive bibliography on the various topics
covered.
PREFACE
Oneof the earliest unmannedspace programs involved the Pioneer Project.
The electrical power system was capable of delivering approximately 150 watts
of electrical power that derived its energy from a set of radioisotope
thermoelectric generators that were mountedin pairs at the end of each of two
extended booms.
More than thirty years later a space station will be launched with an
initial power system capable of generating approximately 75 kw using a
photovoltalc system for the energy source. As the station develops to its
full potential, a set of solar dynamic generators will be added. Focusing the
sun's energy to heat a fluid that will drive turbine-alternator systems, the
power output level of the combinedelectrical systems will eventually reach a
power level of approximately 300 kw. Thus within a relatively short time
frame of approximately thirty years the power demandhas increased by a factor
of 2000. This power increase trend will accelerate beyond the year 2000.
Becausepersonnel will be part of the space vehicle system, their welfare
will be strongly coupled to the reliability of the power system. A space
colony located on another heavenly body, such as the Moon, will demand
electrical power that has characteristics similar or better than provided by
terrestrial power systems. As the power output increases the power system
will adopt features that is found in terrestrial electrical systems. Higher
operating voltage and frequency are two drivers needed to reduce the
electrical power system mass.
Like its Earth's counterpart, the extra-terrestrial system will
experience user power demandsand componentfailures. However, a catastrophic
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failure in space could be tantamount to loss of personnel and the entire
system, so extra precautions must be taken to ensure the best reliable power
system possible. Because the power system is at the focal point of
importance, it must be designed to operate in an almost autonomous mode with a
minimum number of personnel involved with its daily operation. Using
appropriate fault and premature signature failure detectors that are coupled
to a computer network, expert computer software will continuously observe the
power system for any telltale signs of impending failures and develop an
appropriate strategy to minimize any impact that may occur. Personnel will be
notified before any major decision is made by the expert system. It is to be
noted that if the power system's operating frequency is approximately 20 KHZ
or higher, the expert system, failure detectors, premature signature failure
analysis will have to have a fast response to ward off serious power system
failures.
There is a design trend to operate space systems, whether electrical or
not, at higher temperatures in order to reduce the size of the radiator's
surface. Unless technology raises the boundries of high temperature
materials, the impact of mass savings may not be as great as anticipated.
Also, system reliability tends to decrease with increasing system
temperatures. Great effort must be made to maintain or increase system
reliability at high temperatures.
Since it is important to have that portion of the electric power system
consisting of the energy source and power frequency converter as close to each
other as possible, semiconductor electronic devices will have to operate at
temperatures much higher than today's standards. Wide-bandgap materials, such
as the carbide and diamond family, will have to be developed, not only to
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withstand the high temperature environment, but also to be insensitive to all
forms of radiation damage.
For power systems approaching the typical power level on Earth, high
power vacuumswitching should be developed as an option since there is no
crystalline structure to be damagedby heat or radiation. Results show that
it is possible to interrupt several thousand amperes with less than 50-volt
switch voltage with a frequency approaching I MHZ.
The structure of this report consists of a set of chapters that addresses
topics that this author deemsimportant for a successful space program in the
21st century. The author is also aware of the fact that these topics are not
all inclusive and that they should be treated as topics that must be expanded
upon to enhancethe necessary technology that would be developed by experts in
their respective fields. A bibliography was added for those who care to learn
more about a particular topic.
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Chapter I
A BRIEFHISTORICALOVERVIEWOFSOMEU.S. MANNED/UNMANNED
SPACECRAFTPOWERSYSTEMS
As the Space Programmovestowards the 21st century, space power levels
will increase dramatically with levels reaching multi-kilowatts to
megawatts. The transmission distances between the power sources and
electrical loads will increase correspondingly with increased power demand.
In order to accommodate these high power levels, Power Management and
Distribution (PMAD) architecture designers will have to focus their
attention on the following important design considerations:
o Systems operating voltage
o Power systems frequency
o Power system loss
o Power system cost
o Power system reliability
o Total power system mass
o Total PMAD volume
o Power system operating temperature.
The above listing is obviously not complete, but does reflect the fact
that in the end, the PMAD architecture is a multi-dlmensional problem and
each dimension must be considered in order to maintain a reasonable specific
mass (kg/kw) for the PMAD system.
Looking back in time, the evolution of power sources for space
applications came in a series of steps depending on the available technology
at the time of demand. Initially, PMAD was strongly influenced by the
design philosophy used in the aviation industry where most of the electrical
loads were dedicated. Electrical power system design changed as the planes
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increased in size. However, the electrical system operating voltage
remained at approximately the samevalue (28 volts dc) for a long time. The
voltage level remained in this range because the total plane's power demand
was relatively low compared to the projected space station need that is
anticipated in the 21st century.
In order to better understand what will be required for the future
PMADs,a brief historical look at PMAD'sthat were used in someof the U.S.
mannedand unmannedmissions or projects will be reviewed. Not all U.S.
power systems used in the space programscould be investigated because this
would involve hundreds of different missions, especially in the unmanned
segment of the space program. The unmannedspace missions that were chosen
were based on the impact their electrical power systems had on the manned
mission. This is not to say, that other U.S. unmannedmissions did not
contribute to the overall mannedspace program. Each space mission expanded
our knowledge of the universe and permitted technological barriers to be
crossed.
A summary is presented in Table 1.1 to bring the results into focus.
Details of the electrical power system structure of U.S. mannedand unmanned
spacecraft are presented elsewhere [1.1]. The summarylists the U.S. manned
space program first, because it will be the greatest driver in the design of
mannedfuture space station PMADsystems.
A brief description of the electrical system will be given for each
mission or project listed in TABLE1.1. The descriptions and the summaryin
TABLE1.1 should aid the reader in understanding how the salient features of
a spacecraft power system grew over the last quarter of a century.
Project Mercury had silver-zinc batteries that were non-rechargeable as
the prime source of power. This configuration is very expedient at a time
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whenit was of paramount importance to have a spacecraft reach and maintain
an orbital path. Because the flight time duration was short and the power
demandwas low, it was not necessary to have a secondary source of power on
board the spacecraft. Conversion from dc to ac was necessary in order to
operate the gyro motors and other motors aboard the spacecraft.
In the early stages of Project Gemini, the main power source was
silver-zlnc batteries becausefuel cells were not reliable at the time. In
later missions, however, fuel cells replaced the batteries allowing the
flight duration to be increased from hours to days. Besides providing
electrical power, the fuel cells supplied, in the form of a by-product, he
required water needed to sustain the crew during the mission.
Fuel cells were the main source of electrical energy for the Apollo
Program, with silver oxlde-zlnc batteries serving as the secondary power
source. Again, inverters were necessary for the electrical motors in the
spacecraft. The combination of fuel cells and batteries on the Apollo
spacecraft provided an ample amountof electrical power for the round trip
to the Moon.
Projects Mercury and Gemini and the Apollo Program were the
underpinnings for the Skylab Project. This spacecraft used the fuel cell
technology from the two previous programs and solar arrays for the main
source of electrical power with nlckel-cadmlum batteries serving as the
secondary power source. This combination of electrical sources allowed for
extended flight duration, well over 150 days.
Finally, the Space Shuttle Program, plus Spacelab, moved PMAD
technology one step closer to the PMADsthat will be used on future space
stations. Because the Space Shuttle was designed to have long flight
durations, fuel cells becamethe main source of power. Two of the three
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fuel cells on board the Shuttle had sufficient power capacity to supply all
the required power. The third fuel cell supplied dc power to Spacelab.
Using a set of inverters, Spacelab provided 220 and 115 volts at 50 and 60
hertz, respectively, as well as 115 volts at 400 hertz.
The culmination of the manned space programs may not have moved as
rapidly in time if it were not for the parallel unmanned space program.
These spacecrafts, acting as space probes, permitted measurements to be
conducted on the kind of environment that the astronauts would face in the
manned program. Since human life was not a primary concern in the design of
an unmanned spacecraft, such items as life support during flight were not
necessary. Also, the power level demand in the unmanned spacecraft was
considerably lower as compared to a manned spacecraft.
The Pioneer Missions could be divided into two destinations both outer
planetary, such as Jupiter/Saturn, and Venus Missions. Each had different
primary power sources. For the case of the outer planetary missions, a
radioisotope thermoelectric generator was used because the amount of
sunlight in the vicinity of Jupiter and Saturn was far less than near Earth.
Besides supplying electrical power, the radiosotope thermoelectric generator
also provided a source of heat to control the temperature of the spacecraft.
The main source of power in the Mariner-Venus Program inner planetary
destinations was the solar array, with silver-zinc or nickel-cadmium
batteries as the secondary source, depending on the particular Mariner
Mission. The number of solar array panels varied from mission to mission.
For example, mariner 9 and 10 had 4 and 2 panels, respectively.
Ranger, Lunar Orbiter, and Surveyor Projects formed a group of missions
to investigate the environment and surface characteristics of the Moon.
These three missions laid the foundation for the Apollo Program. Because of
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the ample amountof sunlight near the Moon, solar arrays were used in all
three missions with the secondary source being silver-zinc and nickel-
cadmium batteries for the Ranger/Surveyor Projects and Lunar Orbiter
Program, respectively.
The spacecraft used in the Viking Project consisted of the Viking
Orbiter and Lander. The main and secondary power sources for the Orbiter
were, respectively, solar panels and nickel-cadmium batteries. The main
source of power for the Viking Lander was the Radioisotope thermoelectric
generator which supplied the necessary electrical power as well as thermal
energy to control the temperature of the Lander.
Likewise, the Voyager spacecraft received its main power from a
radioisotope thermoelectrical source. Instead of using batteries as a
secondary source, charged capacitors served as energy storage. This
increased the life span of the secondary source almost indefinitely.
Results indicate that the main distribution voltage for the manned
spacecraft was regulated/unregulated 28 volts dc with inverters supplying
115 or 220 volts, 50/60/400 Hertz, and single or three phase. Batteries,
fuel cells, and solar arrays were the main power sources and batteries the
backup or secondary sources. The unmannedspacecraft main operating
distribution voltage was below 60 volts dc with inverters to supplying the
necessary ac voltage. Solar arrays and radioisotope thermoelectric
generators were the main electrical power sources and silver-zinc/nickel-
cadmiumbatteries were the secondary sources.
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TABLE1.1. SUMMARYOFELECTRICALPOWERSYSTEMSUSEDIN
MANNED/SOMEUNMANNEDSPACECRAFTS
I. MANNEDSPACECRAFTS
Project Mercury
Main Power Source: silver-zinc batteries (non-rechargeable)
D.C. Bus Voltage: 24 volts
Inverters: 115 volts, 400 hertz, single phase, 250 and 150 volt-amperes
Project Gemini
Main Power Source:
A. silver-zinc batteries (non-rechargeable)
D.C. Bus Voltage: 22/30 unregulated
Bo fuel cells
D.C. Bus Voltage: 22/30 unregulated
Apollo Program
Main Power Source: fuel cells
Secondary Power Source: silver-oxide-zinc batteries (rechargeable)
D.C. Bus Voltage: 28 volts (nominal)
Inverters: 115/200 volt, 400 hertz, three-phase, 1250 volt-amperes
Space Shuttle Program
Main Power Source: fuel cells
D.C. Bus Voltage: 28 volts (unregulated)
Inverters: 117 volts at 400 hertz
Spacelab
Main Power Source: one fuel cell from Space Shuttle Orbiter
Secondary Power Source: Peak power battery (flown on request)
D.C. Bus Voltage: 27/32 volts dc (unregulated)
Inverters: 220 volts at 50 hertz, 115 volts at 60 hertz, 115 volts at 400
hertz
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II. SOMEUNMANNEDSPACECRAFTS
Pioneer Missions
A, Pioneer Jupiter/Saturn Mission
Main Power Source: radioisotope thermoelectric generator
Secondary Power Source: silver-cadmium batteries (rechargeable)
D.C. Bus Voltage: 28÷2% volts
Inverters: 30.5 volts, 2500 hertz, trapezoidal waveform
B, Pioneer Venus Mission
Main Power Source: solar array
Secondary Power Source: nickel-cadmium batteries rechargeable via
a small solar array
D.C. Bus Voltage 28+10% volts (semiregulated)
Mariner Program
Main Power Source: solar array
Secondary Power Source: silver-zinc or nickel-cadmium batteries depending
on particular mission
D.C. Bus Voltage: 30 or 56 volts depending on particular mission
Inverters: 50-volts, 2400 hertz, single-phase, square-wave
28-volts, 400 hertz, single-phase
27.2 volts, 400 hertz, three-phase depending on particular
mission
Ranger Project
Main Power Source: solar arrays
Secondary Power Source: silver-zinc batteries
D.C. Bus Voltage: 25.5 volts regulated
Lunar Orbiter Program
Main Power Source: solar arrays
Secondary Power Source: nickel-cadmium batteries rechargeable
D.C. Bus Voltage: 20-volt regulated
Surveyor Project
Main Power Source: solar array
Secondary Power Source: silver-zinc batteries rechargeable
D.C. Bus Voltage: 29 volts+0.29 volts regulated; 17-27.3 unregulated
Viking Project
Re Viking Orbiter
Main Power Source: solar arrays
Secondary Power Source: nickel-cadmium batteries
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f.
B,
D.C. Bus Voltages: 55.2÷6% regulated
25 ---50 unregulated
30+5% regulated
A.C. Bus Voltages: 27?2÷6% regulated
50+3_ or -4% regulated
Inverters: 27.2-volt, 400 hertz, three-hase, 12 watts
50-volts, 2400 hertz, single-hase, 350 watts
Converter: 30-volts, 90 watts
Viking Lander
Main Power Source: radioisotope thermoelectric generator
Secondary Power Source: silver-zlnc batteries
D.C. Bus Voltage: 35.25 - 37 regulated
Voyager Mission
Main Power Source: radioisotope thermoelectric generators
Secondary Power Source: charge capacitor energy
D.C. Bus Voltage: 30 volts regulated
Inverter: 50-volt, 2400 hertz, regulated square-wave
Reference
[i.i] Maisel, J.E., "A Historical Overview of the Electrical Power
Systems in the U.S. Manned and Some U.S. Unmanned Spacecraft,"
NASA Grant No. NAG 3-547, 1985.
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Chapter 2
GENERAL TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
TERRESTRIAL/SPACE POWER SYSTEMS
I. Introduction
In a general sense, the electrical space and terrestrial power systems
have much in common. They both have a myriad of interrelated technical
problems, such as whether the present facilities will be adequate, or
whether the present distribution voltage will meet future growth. However,
there are some differences between the power systems. For example, the
space system transportation is costlier and human life is directly tied to
its reliability.
Terrestrial and space power distribution systems take on more similar
features as the output power level increases (multi-kilowatts to mega-
watts). This chapter will investigate the terrestrial distribution system
planning in order to gain insights about space power distribution system
planning.
If. Electrical Distribution Objective
Terrestrial distribution system planning is very important to an
electrical utility, because the distribution system is the interface between
the electrical source/main transmission line and the electrical power user
(customer). Failures occurring either at the generating level or on the
main transmission line level can be made transparent to the user if faults
are isolated and other generating and main transmission line systems are
quickly directed to pickup the faulted power demand during the fault
interruption. Likewise, a user fault must be isolated so as not to disturb
other loads connected to the system. The objective of any electrical
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distribution system planning is to guarantee that the increase demandfor
electrical power can be satisfied in someoptimummanner.
III. Drivers Affecting Terrestrial Distribution SystemPlanning
Perhaps the most important driver for a terrestrial distribution system
is the load demandof a geographical area that is, or will be, served by the
power utility. The load demandforecasting can be divided into two time
periods, near and far, which are approximately 5 and 20 years, respectively.
Table 2.1 lists some of the elements that effect load forecasting
[2.1]. These drivers effect both the economicand technical characteristics
of the distribution system. The more information that is known about each
driver, the clearer the planning strategy. As forecasting looks further
into the future, less is known about the exact behavior of each driver,
causing the load forecasting uncertainty to increase.
IV. Important Features Required for Distribution SystemPlanning
The distribution system planner must incorporate the items from section
III in somemanner in order to develop a mathematical model that would, with
a degree of accuracy, indicate the results in the near or far future.
Essentially, the distribution designer must determine the future load
densities (volt-ampere per unit area), develop a pattern of transmission
main and lateral lines, and determine the most economical means of
energizing the distribution system.
Distribution system planning is still a highly complex problem, even
when the three items stated in the previous paragraph are known.
Mathematical models having a regular geometrical configuration are used to
illustrate the relationship between voltage regulation, load density, and
the transmission llne voltage.
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V. Terrestrial Distribution SystemPlanning Models
Because the number of variables involved in planning a distribution
system is inordinately large, models are employed to aid the designer in
arriving at a given objective. The designer can optimize such items as
feeder routes and cable size to supply a given load demand, substation
location, or whether a new substation is to be constructed or to expand an
existing substation.
According to [2.1] the techniques shown in Table 2.2 are presently
employed by many electric utilities utilizing computer programs. Future
power distribution system designs will be heavily impacted by several
economic drivers such as inflation, increasing expense of acquiring new
capital money, which is fueled by inflation, and the reactionary forces,
which in turn are driven by inflation, that prevail when attempting to
increase customer rates.
Another model input is the population shift the United States has
witnessed and will continue to experience in the future. For over half a
century the population shift has been from a rural environment to a
metropolitan area and if another energy crisis occurs again, similar to what
occurred in the last decade, the population will shift from the suburb to
the urban area.
Technology is another important driver for future planning of
distribution systems. Power systems experiencing a reasonably large peak
power demand will have to consider solar and wind-driven generators and fuel
cells in order to supplement the power generating capabilities during peak
demand periods. The advantage of these secondary sources is that they have
essentially no waste by-products that could be harmful to mankind. The
disadvantage of the solar/wind type generators is the fact that the energy
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source is variable and the level of the energy source is dependent on the
location of these generators. Fuel cells, on the other hand, can store
energy during low demand periods and return the energy during high power
demand and can be located just about anywhere.
VI. Load Management
In the past, distribution power system design was based on the
philosophy of meeting the user demand through the expansion of the utility
system. Today this philosophy is changing because power utilities are
realizing the cost of labor, materials, and fuel.
An alternative to expansion is to utilize an existing system more
efficiently by load management. Large blocks of power can be transmitted
across the United States as the peak power demand locations move across our
continent. Careful management of power flow may reduce the burden placed on
distribution systems and even extend the usefulness of the system
components.
Delgado [2.2] has specified a set of requirements for a successful load
management program. They are as follows:
Acceptable reliability level
Provide acceptable user convenience
Acceptable cost/beneflt ratio
Functionally compatible with system operation
Provide a more economical system
Controlling demand during critical load demand periods
Reduce customer rates
By designing distribution systems with the above requirements as objects,
load management allows better use of power systems.
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VII. OptimumRectangular Load Area with a Uniform Load Density
Manyfactors impact the final electrical terrestrial system geometrical
configuration. In order to gain an insight into distribution system
planning, the load area is assumedto have a uniform density D (kva per unit
area) and a rectangular shape as shownin Figure 2.3. The system has one
feed point or substation supplying power to the lateral transmission lines
via a main transmission line. Van Wormer [2.3] has investigated this
problem and developed an expression relating the allowable normalized
voltage drop Vd between the feed point and the end of the last lateral. The
equation for Vd can be written
2cVd = k I E2 a + k2 c2d (2 I)
where k_ and k 2 are proportionality constants, D is the kva density, Z_ and
Z 2 are the magnitudes of the per unit impedance of the main and laterals
respectively, and E is the llne voltage. The first term in Equation (2.1)
accounts for the normalized voltage drop in the main and the latter term the
normalized voltage drop in the last lateral.
For a given Vd, Equation (2.1) may result in a long main and short
laterals ("a" large and "c" small) or a short main and long laterals ("a"
small and "c" large). In both cases the service area (A - 2ac) is small.
Between these two extreme conditions, there is a condition where the value
of A is maximum. Reference [2.3] indicates that this occurs when I/3 of the
total normalized voltage drop occurs in the last lateral (k 2 DZ_/E 2 c2d I
Vd/3). The remaining 2/3 of Vd occurs in the main transmission line. This
result also indicates that large transmission line voltage E produces a
large maximum service area for a given Vd, D, Z 2, d, and k 2. Decreasing the
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value of Z2 will cause the mass of the laterals to increase which is
counter-productive from a space power system viewpoint.
The geometry of the maximumrectangular service area can be studied as
a function of the voltage E for a constant D, conductor size, V d by
expressing the ratio of two transmission line voltages by E2/E I. For
maximum service area the results are shown in Table 2.3. Doubling the
transmission line voltage increases the length of the main by _, laterals
a/
by 2, ratio of main to lateral by I/J2, and the service area by 2 2.
Increasing the system operating voltage causes the geometry of the service
area to become more rectangular because the lateral dimension "a" is
increasing faster than the main transmission line dimension "b".
VIII. Optimum Vd for a Thermally Limited Feeder Servicing a Rectangular Area
As the load density D increases, the kva feeder load increases. At
some value of D, a thermal limitation is reached and the service area is
determined by the maximum kva load (kva) m which can be expressed by the
following relationship
(kva) m - 2acD. (2.2)
Equation (2.1) can be expressed with the constraint imposed by Equation
(2.2) as follows
kiZ1 (kva) m
Vd = 'E2"4cd + _ c2d. (2.3)
The length of the maln transmission line is also constrained (a -
(kva)m/2cd). As the length of the laterals increase, the majority of the
normalized voltage drop shifts from the main to the laterals and the length
of the laterals decreases.
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Assuming a thermally limited condition for the distribution system,
increasing the system operating voltage will increase the service area, but
the functional behavior will be different from the voltage limited
condition. For the thermally limited case the service area is proportional
to the system operating voltage E(A - (kva)m/D E/D) since (kva) mdepends
directly on E. Optimizing Equation (2.3) with respect to the lateral
dimension c, while maintaining a constant cable size and load density, the
functional behavior of the distribution parameters with respect to E can be
investigated. Table 2.4 lists the results. Comparingthe results of Table
2.3 and 2.4 the service area increases faster for the voltage limited system
(Vd held constant) whencomparedto a thermally limited system. It is also
advantageousto increase the voltage E since Vdmin is inversely proportional
to the three-halves power of E. Hence, a larger operating voltage reduces
the corresponding Vdmln for the thermally limited case.
IX. Conclusions on Terrestrial PowerDistribution Systems
The investigation of economic, economic, demographic, and technical
factors that influence the structure of a terrestrial power distribution
system, has been conducted. At very large power levels both terrestrial and
non-terrestrial electrical power systems will have similar characteristics.
Both systems must accommodatefaults that mayoccur by isolating the faulted
segment before there is a catastrophic collapse of the power system causing
serious outage.
One of the major differences between terrestrial and space power
systems is the fact that mancan survive a major terrestrial power outage
becausehis bodily needs are provided by natural processes that existed long
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before the use of electrical energy. In space practically all systems
dependon electrical energy to support man's biological needs.
Another difference between the two systems is that the space power
system must be transported at a very large cost per kilogram to its final
destination. The actual assembling process of a space power system in space
takes very careful planning because any system modification in space is
almost prohibitive. Optimization of system mass is very important in order
to launch large power systems at a reasonable cost.
From a technical viewpoint, distribution systems are very complex and
become more complex as power levels increase. A rectangular distribution
system was chosen with uniform kva density in this chapter in order to be
able to describe the developmental model of a non-terresterial electrical
power system.
For a given voltage regulation it was shownthat the maximumservice
area grew in size with increasing system voltage, with the lateral
transmission lines growing faster than the main feeder llne creating a more
rectangular service area.
If the power system is operated such that it is thermally limited, the
service area increases with operating voltage, but not as rapidly as for the
constant voltage regulation case.
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TABLE2.1 Factors Affecting Load Forecasting
Alternative Energy Sources
Load Density
Population Growth
Historical Data
Geographical
Land Use
City Plans
Industrial Plans
CommunityDevelopmentPlans
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TABLE2.2 Operations ResearchTechniques Used
for SystemPlanning Models
Alternative - policy method
Decomposition of large problem method
Linear - programing method
Dynamic- programing method
2.10
Main
TABLE2.3 MaximumService Area Dimensions for Different
Transmission Line Voltages (EJE,)
*/2a21a, = (E21E I)
Laterals c21c , - E2/E l
Ratio main to lateral
Service Area
a/_ = (EIIE2)*/2
a_/c,
A21A , - (E21E,) '/2
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TABLE2.4 Effect of Increasing Operating Voltage
for a Thermally Limited Distribution
System
Main aJa, = (Ez/E,)
Laterals 2/,c21c, - (EzlE l)
Ratio main to lateral */. (EI/E 2) 'a_/c_
Service Area Az/Al - Ez/EI
Minimumnormalized voltage drop Vdmin2= [E__)z/,
Vdmlnl E2
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Chapter 3
RADIATOR MASS TRADE-OFF WITH SYSTEM TEMPERATURE
I. Introduction
All physical systems experience a rise in temperature due to their
inefficiency. Either the system itself will fix the temperature bounds
because of such constraints as reliability, life span, and etc., or the
temperature bounds may be specified by exterior systems such as man. If
systems are not compatible temperature-wise, they must be insulated from
each other. One method of increasing thermal resistance among subsystems is
to separate them by space.
If the systems are mechanically or electrically coupled, total system
mass increases because coupling (such as mechanical shafts, pipes, or
electrical transmission lines) is required to transport energy from one
system to another system. Terrestrially, this approach of using space as a
thermal barrier is used everyday. However, in space this scenario would be
very expensive because of the transport mass cost.
Unlike terrestrial systems, a spacecraft is in essence an autonomous
system that is located in vacuum; the only mechanism for heat rejection is
through radiation. There is no local infinite heat sink available in space
such as found on the earth's surface. Radiators must be designed to radiate
all input power to the spacecraft (including the heat radiated by man) via
radiators. If the spacecraft is not in thermal equilibrium, the
spacecraft's temperature will either increase or decrease until equilibrium
is achieved.
Watts dissipated as heat due to system inefficiency and watts available
to do useful work eventually become an equivalent heat load that must be
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radiated back into space. Because of the inverse relationship between
radiator mass and the fourth power of radiator temperature, it is
advantageousto operate the spacecraft at the highest temperature possible.
However, man and equipment place an upper boundon spacecraft temperature,
thus limiting the minimumradiator size. Separating systems into spatial
regions of high and low temperature (thermal isolation) may improve the
situation.
II. MassTrade-off for SystemOperation at
TwoDifferent Temperatures
A system operating at temperature T3 requires only one radiator as
shownin Figure 3.1 .a. The higher the temperature, the smaller the radiator
massfor a given input power and generally lower system reliability and llfe
span. Figure 3.1.b represents a system that has been separated into two
subsystemsoperating at temperatures T_ and T2 where T_ > T2. Tworadiators
and an energy transport coupler between the systems are required . This
coupler could represent an electrical or mechanical transmission line, a
pipe that passes a fluid back and forth, or a combination of transport
systems between the subsystems.
Generalized quantities Q_, Q2 and AQ: are used in the model. If the
coupling system is an electrical transmission line, QI, Q2, and AQ:
represent respectively output voltage, current, and the voltage drop across
the coupler. If the coupler is an a.c. transmission line, the power output
is EiI2cose where Q_ _ E_, Q2 _ I2cose, and e is the phase difference
betweenE_ and 12. It is assumedthat the total subsystemmass (M_+ M2) is
equal to the massMs. Let Q2 be equal to n_Pi/Q _ where n_ represents the
system #I efficiency.
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A ratio mass comparison will be conducted between Figure 3.1.b and
3.1.a. If the ratio is greater than unity, the 3.1.b system is more massive
than 3.1.a system.
The separation distance _ is determined by the hazard level H that
system #2 can tolerate from system #I. Typically, H is directly propor-
tional to the power level Pi and inversely proportional to 62. The mass
ratio F (F - IMRI + MR2+ Mc)/MR3) according to Appendix 3.A is
ipcPmck K_ n: PiT_
I' = (l-hi) + ql[Tl/T=) _' + ' l )('I'I AQI" C_ )"
PR1 l
(3.1)
See appendix for definitions of terms and assumptions. If nl = 0, r is
unity which indicates that topologically both systems are identical.
According to Equation (3.1), the coupler mass depends on the ratio
Pi/Qi. As the power level increases, this ratio should remain relatively
constant, otherwise the mass ratio will increase. In the case of an
electrical system, this indicates that system operating voltage should track
with increasing power level. Reducing either H or AQI increases the mass
ratio.
III. Conclusion
The above analysis indicates that a single system operating at
temperature T_ = T 3 is less massive when compared to a dual temperature
system operating at two temperatures T_ and T= where T 2 < T_. The increase
in mass is due to the addition of the second radiator at temperature T 2 and
the energy transport mechanism between the two systems. Generally, a multi-
temperature system is necessary in order to accommodate the external
temperature specifications determined by electronic equipment and man.
3.3
Results also point out that the ratio of the input power to the
generalized parameter Q, should remain essentially constant as the power
rating of the system increases. For an electrical system where Q,
represents voltage, this means the system voltage should increase with
increasing power.
In the case of a power source that depends on a thermodynamic heat
cycle, the system efficiency _ depends on the ratio of input to output
temperature. For high efficiency T,OUTPUT/T,INPUT must be as large as
possible. Since T,OUTPU T - T, and T2 is specified by the system electronic
component thermal characteristics and/or man, T, should be as low as
possible with the constraint that T, > T2. Thus, the input temperature
T,INPUT must increase with system output power rating, otherwise there is a
mass penalty.
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Appendix 3.A
With reference to Figure I-B-I, the massratio r is
F ml
(1-n_) Pi PRI + nl Pi PR2 Pc Pmc _2 ni Pi
k I [T_ - T_) k2 [T_ - T_) (I+AQ) + AQI QI(I+--7_-jQ
QI QI
Pi PR3
(A.I)
where n_ = system #I efficiency
P. = power inputi
PRI' PR2' PR3 are radiator mass densities
k_, k2, k3 are radiator constants
T_, T2, T s are radiator temperatures
To - sink or background temperature
Pc = generalize coupler resistivity
Pmc = coupler mass density
= spatial system separation
QI = generalize coupler operating potential
AQI- generalize coupler potential drop
In order to simplify Equation (A.I) the following assumptions are
imposed
PRI = PR2 = PR3
kl = k2 = k3
T l - T s
Operating temperatures T_, T2, and T s are much greater than T o
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Hazard level H = K_Pi/£2
The mass ratio can be expressed as follows
r - (1-n_) + n,[T,/T2) _ + ( Pc Pine k, K,
PRI
(A.2)
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Chapter 4
GENERAL ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF TERRESTRIAL/SPACE POWER SYSTEMS
I. Introduct ion
The function of an ac electrical transmission system is to provide bulk
power to load centers in an economical manner. The system also must have
both steady-state and transient stability to accommodate load changes and
aperiodic disturbances.
Besides the normal variation in power demand, the system will
experience aperiodic system disturbances due to faults that occur within the
system itself. Line faults have the greatest effect on the system causing
the system to experience a transient. A power system has transient
stability if the system will regain equilibrium following a system fault.
Maintaining transient stability requires that the system be able to isolate
the fault from the rest of the system in the shortest possible time. In a
terrestrial three phase power system, there are four types of faults that
the system can experience. In order of increasing effect on transient
stability, they are:
I. Line to ground fault
2. Line to llne fault
3. Two lines to ground
4. Three phase fault
Except for extremely large power systems, spacecraft will probably employ
single phase for power distribution which eliminates the more severe faults
and retains only the llne to ground fault.
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II. PowerLimits of Transmission Lines
The complex power, Pr + j Qr' delivered to a load is dependenton the
sending-end line voltage Es, receiving-end voltage Er, the phase angle
between Es and Er, and the transmission line characteristics. If the ratio
of transmission line inductive reactance to resistance X/R and the shunting
capacitive reactance are large, the expression for real power flow at angle
can be simplified considerably [4.1] and is given by the following
equation
EE
s r sin6 (4.1)Pr " -'f--
For a given Es, Er, and X, the load power is a function of the phase angle
between Es and Er and is maximum when 6 is 90 o. Power systems use voltage
regulators at the sending and receiving-end to maintain a constant value for
Es and Er. The transmission line reactance X is directly proportional to
the product of line frequency and its length. When either the frequency or
line length increases, the sending and receiving-end voltage must increase
accordingly in order to maintain Pr (max). Paralleling transmission lines
reduces X, but the total transmission line mass will increase directly with
the number of parallel transmission lines. This point is very important
when high frequency spatial electrical power systems are considered.
Terrestrial power systems never operate at Pr (max), but at
approximately 70 to 75 percent of Pr (max). The corresponding limit for 6
-I
is approximately I/2 tan (X/R) or 45 ° for a transmission line that has a
large X/R ratio. In order to appreciate the operation of a power system, a
typical receiver-end power circle diagram [4.1] is shown in Figure 4.1.
This diagram is based on Es remaining constant. The complex power Pr + JQr
depends on the position of a geometrical line from the center of circles to
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the corresponding circle which is determined by Er/Es. Highly inductive
loads (small power factor lagging) create a condition of low Pr" By adding
an equivalent bank of capacitors (zero power factor leading) at the
receivlng-end, the net power factor at the recelvlng-end will increase
toward unity, and if the leading capacitor current is large enough, the
recelvlng-end power factor can be leading. Accordingly, the receiver-end
powerwill increase. This is equivalent to creating a partial resonant
circuit at the receiving-end. A sendlng-end power circle diagram can be
constructed in a similar manner and the corresponding power factor
correction can be implemented at the sending-end using an equivalent bank of
capacitors. With proper capacitor switching it is possible to increase the
normal circuit transmission line capacity without excessive transmission
line losses according to Brewer et al. [4.2]. This technique does add
capacitor and switching mass to the power system. From a space power system
viewpoint, capacitors switching is a mass penalty, but there may be
transmission line mass savings to counter balance this mass penalty.
Power system transient stability is a measure of the electrical sources
regaining equilibrium after an aperiodic system disturbance. Line faults,
which have the greatest effect, can result in an isolation of a major
transmission line causing a load loss. This requires an adjustment of phase
angles in the system. Instability results when one or more smaller
electrical generators lose synchronism with the larger generators causing
the smaller sources to act as a load for the larger source. This domino-
effect can cause a complete power system collapse. If the system can
accommodate the aperiodic fault, the loss of power demand through circuit
isolation, and maintain synchronism at the new power level, the system has
transient stability.
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III. Parametric Study of a Coaxial Transmission Line
The maximum power at the receiving-end of a transmission line is
E E
P (max) s s r (4.2)
r 2_fL_
where f is the system's operating frequency, L is the per unit transmission
line inductance, and _ is the transmission line length. As Pr (max)
increases, the transmission line mass will increase. The exact relationship
between P (max) and the total transmission line mass will depend on the
r
geometrical cross-section of the transmission line.
For illustrative purposes consider a coaxial transmission line shown in
Figure 4.2. According to the results in Appendix 4.A, the total
transmission line mass is
M T = 2_p m (b(Ab) + a(Aa)). (4.3)
The dimension b can be expressed in terms of the other system parameters as
b = a e (K/a2) (4.4)
where K = (Pr (max) f _o£)/emax2
various terms and approximations.
. See Appendix 4.A for definition of
The dimension b will reach an optimum point when db/da = 0 or when a
2W_Kand b = 2W_-_. The corresponding transmission line mass MT is
M_ = MT I = 2_Pm_
Ia = ,/'2K,b = V2Te
2vr_ ' { _ (Ab) + (Aa)} (4.5)
' is proportional to the various systemFor a given Aa, Ab, and Ema x, M T
parameters as shown by the following equation
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,/ -M_ (P r(max) f) I/2_ 2{/e Ab + Aa}. (4.6)
According to Equation (4.6), for high power electrical systems operating at
high frequency and over long distances, the wall thicknesses Ab and Aa will
have to decrease in order to maintain an acceptable value for M÷. There is
a limit to this approach because the transmission llne must maintain
rigidity in order to preserve its dimensional integrity and also maintain an
acceptable per unit line resistance. Note the above equations are based on
a high X/R ratio.
IV. Conclusions
A rudimentary analysis on power system stability has been conducted in
this chapter. Using the same approach as employed in terrestrial power
system design, the spatial electrical power system receiving-end power
depends on the product of the m_gnitude of the sending and receiving-end
voltage and the sine of the phase angle (transmission llne angle) between
these two voltages. The analysis was based on a transmission line that has
a large inductive to resistance ratio. Results indicate that receiving-end
power will reach a maximum when the transmission line angle is 90 °. In
practice a transmission line Is operated at approximately 70% of the maximum
receiving-end power which corresponds to a 45 ° transmission angle.
As the power level increases, the sending and receiving-end voltage
must increase or the transmission line inductance must decrease in order to
maintain power system stability. For long-length transmission lines
operating at high frequencies, the per unit line inductance must be
decreased in order to reduce the transmission line inductance. Reducing the
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transmission line-to-line separation reduces the inductance, but this action
limits the maximumtransmission llne operating voltage.
Increasing the relative dielectric constant of the mediumbetween the
transmission line conductors permits the line to operate at a higher voltage
without changing the transmission line per unit inductance. For a coaxial
transmission llne configuration it was shownthat there is an optimum value
for the outer coaxial dimension with respect to inner coaxial dimension.
A robust or stiff power system is a system that can tolerate load and
fault disturbances and still maintain stability. For a given receiving-end
power, the phase angle betweensending and receiving-end voltage must be as
small as possible in order to create a stiff power system. This implies
that both the sending and receiving-end voltages must be large and the
transmission line reactance small. Froma space power system viewpoint this
creates a transmission line masssavings at the expense of increasing the
support mass required, such as insulation and transmission line structural
support. Also, the personnel safety on a mannedmission must be considered
if they are in the vicinity of the transmission line voltages that are large
in value.
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Appendix 4.A
With reference to Figure 4.2, the total transmission line mass MT, the
maximum transmission line voltage, the per unit transmission line
inductance, maximum recelving-end power Pr (max) are respectively
MT = 2_p m £ [(b(Ab) + a(Aa)]
z : _ a _n [bz )
max max a
L:,_ _n[bla)
(A.I)
(A.2)
(A.3)
P (max) = E E IX
r sr
(A.4)
where P = the conductor mass density
m
£ ,, transmission line length
b = inside dimension of the outer coaxial conductor
a = outside dimension of the inner coaxial conductor
Ab =, outer coaxial conductor thickness (Ab < < b)
Aa = inner coaxial conductor thickness (Aa < < a)
E = maximum coaxial voltage
max
= maximum electric field intensity
max
L = transmission line per unit inductance
-7
_o = free space permeability = 4_xI0 H/m
P (max) = maximum recelving-end power
r
E = sending-end voltage
s
E = receiving-end voltage
r
X = total transmission line inductance = 2_fL£.
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Combining Equations A.I, A.3, and A.4, the dimension b can be expressed
as follows
(Kla 2)
b = a e (A.5)
where K = (Pr (max) f _o £)ie2 The dimension b ÷ ® as a ÷ 0 or a ÷ ®max"
The optimum value of b is determined by setting the first derivative of b
with respect to a to zero. The minimum value of b is /2K---_and occurs when a
= _ and the corresponding transmission line mass is
M_ = MT I = 2_'Pm£ /2"--K{/e Ab + Aa}
Ia=//f, b=¢2--f e
(A.6)
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Figure 4.2 Cross sectional view of a coaxial transmission line.
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Chapter 5
ADAPTIVE/EXPERT POWER SYSTEMS
I. Introduction
In general, any system must match the demands placed on it while
maintaining a specified level of performance. For a time invariant load
profile and a given performance level, a system could be designed, in
principle, in a very deterministic manner. Unfortunately, complex systems,
such as power systems, do not enjoy a load-time invariance because the needs
of the user continually change. In other words, the power system must be
able to adapt to the changing power demands.
All systems are not perfect. They will experience faults or
disturbances during their lifetime. As an example, a power system
experiencing a fault can become unstable and collapse, leaving the unfaulted
portion inoperative.
Also, a system must be maintained in order to meet its performance
objective. Components fail according to the laws of probability and should
be replaced as they approach a time when the probability of failure is
unacceptable. In space it is not practical to use personnel to perform the
entire task of meeting performance objects and system maintenance because
the power system is the llfe line for survival and would accordingly require
a large component of personnel to just keep the power system operative.
An adaptive control system coupled with an expert system would remove
the tedious power system tasks and allow the personnel to perform other more
meaningful duties.
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II. Adaptive Control System
Becausetechnological systems are becoming very complex, as well as
their controls, adaptive control is experiencing a very rapid growth.
Adaptive control drives a given process to an optimumperformance according
to somestrategy.
Ideally an adaptive control system should have the following features
[5.1]:
o Adapt in a continuous manner to bounded environmental
perturbations and/or variational system demands.
o Adaptive control systems should have learning abilities.
o For a changing situation the process controller must be able to be
parametrically modified and develop a new set of strategies in
real time.
o It should be "self-healing" if internal parameters fail.
o It should be insensitive to environmental and/or system parameter
and modeling errors.
In the real-world of complex dynamic systems, neither the system to be
controlled nor its environment can be completely described and in manycases
their characteristics cannot be measuredin advance. With little or no a
priori knowledgeof the controlled system and environmental disturbances,
not enough information is available to construct an adaptable controller.
However, a learning process during the system operation can be used to gain
information, which, in turn, can be used to formulate a control strategy.
III. Structure of an Adaptive Control Problem
The following set of equations describe a nonlinear/time-varying vector
differential equation of a controlled process or plant:
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dx
d"t" f[x(t), u(t), w(t), t] t_to (5.1)
where x(t) is an n-dlmensional state vector of the plant.
u(t) = u(x,t) is a m-dimensional state feedback control input.
w(t) is a p-dimenslonal disturbance vector on the plant states and
i
its parameters.
f[] describes an n-dlmensional nonlinear/time varying plant to be
controlled.
The measured plant output that generally contains noise can be
described as follows:
y(t) = g[x(t), u(t), v(t), t] (5.2)
where y(t) is a q-dimenslonal state vector of the plant measurements.
v(t) is a r-dimenslonal state vector of measured noise.
g[] describes a nonlinear/time varying function that relates plant
measurements to measured noise, plant state vector, and feedback
control inputs.
Finally, a performance criterion J that describes operating performance
of the system can be stated as
rt
= L[y(t), u(t), w(t), t]dt
J Jto
(5.3)
where L [] is a nonlinear scalar function of measurement y(t) and control
u(t). In many cases this nonlinear scalar function is modeled as a
quadratic function of x(t) and u(t). See Figure 5.1 for a conceptual
realization of the control process.
Consider the elementary control problem shown in Figure 5.2. The
objective of the system is to have the output c(t) as close to r(t) as
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possible. Ideally, the tracking error between c(t) and r(t) should be zero
(e(t) - r(t) - c(t) _ o). The dynamic process is controlled by varying the
physical quantity m(t) which is sometimes referred to as the control effort.
If the dynamic process can be described with sufficient accuracy, then a
controller can be designed to match the dynamic characteristics of the
process. In essence, the design procedure involves: measuring the dynamic
characteristics of the process, determining the controller's
characteristics, and constructing a controller with the required dynamic
characteristics. An adaptive controller will automatically perform the
above three design steps in an optimum manner.
If the dynamic process (which is sometimes referred to as the plant)
changes for some reason, a new controller is configured with a set of new
dynamic characteristics that will match the new plant's dynamic
characteristics. This eliminates attempting to design a controller that
would cover all the variational dynamics of the plant.
Kalman [5.2] has suggested the following requirements for an adaptive
controller
o It must be a digital computer. Measure the dynamics
characteristics of the process. Construct an optimum controller.
Provide the required control action m(t).
o The process of control design must not interact with the control
action.
o Process dynamic characterization requires a large number of
measurements in order to reduce the noise contamination.
o The most recent output c(t) has the highest impact on the
determination of the controller's structure.
o Numerical computation should be very efficient.
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The system performance J can be modeled using the mean square error
technlque that comparesthe squared error betweenpast values of the actual
output and the predicted output values. By adjusting the process parameters
continuously via the controller, the system performance can be optimized.
IV. Adaptive Control Power System
Power systems are nonlinear and exhibit time varying parameters and are
well suited for adaptive control strategies. Electrical systems, whether
operating in a terrestrial or space mode, have essentially three time
profiles. These are aging, load cycles, transient response. Components
failure or external disturbance is another system response, but this
response is non-determinisic and therefore cannot be defined with any degree
of certainty.
Aging is the slowest time response that the power system experiences.
For space power systems this is reflected by such items as the photovoltaic
or nuclear degradation with time. Adaptive control could be useful, but
system aging probably does not have a very high priority.
Load cycles, which exhibit a shorter time response than aging, have a
greater impact on the power system performance. Parametric system
variations are more sensitive to these types of cycles. For example, input
turbine temperature or pressure variations would reduce the total system
efficiency. An adaptive control would adjust the process parameters so as
to maintain a specified system efficiency if this is its only objective,
which is usually not the case.
Plant transient response, which is faster, can be more serious in
terms of maintaining system stability. Adaptive control design would remove
some of the responsibility from the space personnel. This in turn would
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reduce the numberof control engineers and allow the personnel to perform
higher priority functions.
Because of the unpredictability of components failure or external
disturbances, there would be periods where control operators would be
exposed to stressful burdens where critical decisions could have a lasting
effect on the power system. Adaptive control with automatic fault
detection, identification and compensation as part of its design would
reduce the impact of sudden componentfailure and external disturbances.
Quiescent power system failures are probably the most insidious types
which are apparent when it is too late to perform the appropriate
correction. For example, an undetected device failure that becomesknownto
the system when the device is activated. An adaptive system with a
periodic testing research routine that could detect and identify the faulty
device prior to its use would produce a more reliable system. Advanced
detection algorithms in the adaptive control system should be structured
such that when testing for faulty devices, the power system does not
experience disruptive plant operations.
V. AutonomousPowerSystems
Autonomyor expert systems are one level higher than adaptive systems.
It has the rudimentary features of artificial intelligence which
significantly enhancesthe performance of the power system. This frees the
space personnel for performing other tasks that have a higher priority.
According to reference [5.3] the expert system has the facility to
provide load management and autonomouscontrol and determines or predicts
overall power system performance. The autonomous control system should
include the following features.
o PerformanceMonitoring
5.6
o Fault Detection/Diagnosis
o Fault Recovery
After the fault has been detected and isolated, an expert system,
according to a strategy plan, must account for the faulted power segment by
reconfiguring the non-faulted portion of the power system for safe operation
and report to the space personnel a new mission load profile plan.
In a normal operation mode the expert system must be capable of
digesting large amounts of information. With appropriate algorithms it must
predict a potential fault by detecting any signature changes in the system
performance parameters. With mean time to failure information, plus other
statistical parametric data, it must replace equipment that is approaching a
predetermined probability of failure. Scheduling equipment maintenance
and/or replacement prior to a time when potential failure is eminent would
significantly reduce the occurrence of multiple failures during a major
fault.
Signature analyses of high priority equipment that could have high
impact on the power system during a fault would have to be evaluated using
long-term data trends. Once the trend exceeds a prescribed limit, the
expert system mu_t identify the questionable equipment and take appropriate
action to isolate the potential failure from the rest of the system.
If the primary source, such as a photovoltaic array, has a power duty
cycle less than 100%, some means of electrical energy storage is required to
maintain power system operation during an eclipse. The expert system must
devise a mission plan that provides sufficient energy storage plus an energy
margin for any unexpected energy demand during the eclipse period. If the
state of energy storage cannot be met during one power duty cycle,
succeeding cycles will have to take into account the energy imbalance via
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the expert system. During this period corrective modifications to the load
profile maybe necessary. All loads would be prioritlzed from critical to
noncritical with the noncritical loads placed in a standby mode. As the
power system reaches steady-state, the expert system would return the low
priority disconnected loads to an operational mode.
Information about the status of the power system would provide
information to the space personnel on a display board. Systemconfiguration
and fault status would be reported continuously. For a serious fault
situation, the expert system must provide a list of strategies and the
consequencesof choosing a particular one to the personnel and allow the
system operator to select the optimumstrategy.
Someform of circuit breakers, current limlters, or fuses would be the
first line of defense against a fault becauseof their fast response. After
the expert system has been notified of the disruption, the expert system can
then proceed through a series of rules to determine the level of the fault
and its impact on the rest of the system without being confronted with
system safety.
IV. Conclusions
In order to have a highly reliable electrical power system that
involves a minimumnumberof space personnel, the system must be structured
in such a manner that an expert system will be the overseer of the entire
system with an adaptive system as its servant.
An expert system will have the following architecture
o Its source of energy must be uninterruptable
o It must be able to makelogical decisions with a minimumnumberof
powersystem constraints, rules, or boundaries for adequate system
description.
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o Power system models that are used by the expert system for
purposes of operation and fault nodes must be designed to enhance
the speed of analysis.
o Immediate fault isolation will be required so that the expert
system can step through various scenarios, develop a strategy
according to a set of rules before econflguring the power system.
o The expert system must be compatible with all other expert systems
having the samemission.
o The expert system should operate in such a manner as to observe
the power system and take appropriate action according to a set of
rules and not to be intimately coupled to the power system.
The adaptive control system which is subservient to the expert system
must have the following structure:
o It must adapt continually within a set of bounds.
o It must continuously change its controller characteristics through
parametrlc/strategy evolution.
o It must be able to maintain its internal structure.
o It must control the dynamic system in a robust mannersuch that
the dynamic system is insensitive to random environmental
disturbances.
o It should have somerudimentary learning abilities so as not to
burden the expert system.
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Chapter 6
RADIATOR SURFACE AREA REDUCTION BY INCREASING SYSTEM
EFFICIENCY OR OPERATING TEMPERATURE
I. Introduction
This chapter will investigate the reduction of radiator surface area by
increasing the system efficiency or system's operating temperature. In order
to compare the effect that each variable has on radiator surface area, the
surface area reduction due to changing the efficiency or temperature will be
equated. Thus, either effort will produce the same area reduction.
In order to make comparisons, the change in system efficiency and
temperature will be normalized respectively to a base efficiency and
temperature. They will be designated as normalized efficiency and temperature
and be considered as drivers or efforts to reduce the radiator surface area.
For equal area reduction, the efforts are equivalent when the normalized
efficiency and temperature are equal.
It should be remembered that the normalized efficiency and temperature
are a mathematical concept and do not necessarily reflect the physical effort
(dollars, time, etc.) that must be applied to improve either the system
efficiency or temperature. For example, an improvement of I percent in
efficiency is more difficult to accomplish, in general, at a base efficiency
of 98 percent than at 60 percent. This is due to the fact that efficiency has
an upper bound of unity. Increasing the system temperature presents other
physical barriers that may be difficult to cross because of lack of
technology. Since we will be dealing wlth mathematical rather than physical
quantities, efficiency will always be less than 100 percent, while the upper
radiator temperature will not be bounded mathematically. Physically,
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increasing the operating temperature by a factor of two or three is, in
general, a formal technological task.
If. Analysis
The general expression relating the power input, surface area, and
temperature of a radiator is given by the following expression.
÷ .PC ( - I]- ,g(I-F) Aso(To- TSl (6-I)
O
where Pc' no' o, e, (I-F), Aso, To , and T s represent respectively the
nominal value of the system's power output, efficiency, Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, view factor, radiator surface area, radiator temperature, and the
background or sink temperature. Figure 6.1 illustrates the system and
radiator. Changing either the efficiency or temperature To will change the
value of the surface area Aso. All the other quantities will be treated as
parameters. Letting An and AT represent the change in efficiency and
temperature respectively, the change in radiator area can be expressed by the
following set of equations
I
AA = P° (_-o - I)-oE(I-F)((T ° + AT) _ - Ts _)Aso (6-2-a)
TsJoe(I-F')'[(TO + AT) _ -Sl
I
Pc + An - I} -co(l-F) (To + ATs)Aso
AAs 2 [no
" o¢(I -''F) '('TO - T_) (6-2-b)
where _A s and AAs2 represent the change due to a change in temperature and
I
efficiency respectively. Equating the two differential areas (AA s - AA s ),
I 2
relates the effort of increasing the efficiency or temperature.
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Normalizing the efficiency (An/no) and temperature (AT/To), Equation 6-2
can be expressed as
(An/n)
o
i" + [An/nO) = (I - nO)
(To/T s)_ - I
{I - [To/Tsl_[1 + AT/T 01_ _ i } .
(6-3)
According to Equation (6-3) the normalized efficiency and temperature depend
on the parametric values of no, To, and Ts and is independent Po' o, e, (I-F),
and A
so
Since the efficiency cannot exceed unity, (An/n ° ) is equal to (l-
max
n )/n . Except for physical limitations on the radiator operating temperature
o o
it will be assumed that there is no upper bound on AT/T o .
Results of normalized efficiency versus normalized temperature is
illustrated in Figure 6.2 for several different base efficiencies, a
T = 350°K, and T = 250°K sink temperature All three curves exhibit a
o s •
saturation characteristic because of the upper bound on the normalized
eff iciency.
The slope of a straight line connecting any point (AT An) to the origin
T n
o o
as shown in Figure 6.2 indicate whether it would be more beneficial to improve
the system efficiency or raise the operating system temperature for
AA = AA . For a slope of unity at the origin, efforts to improve
S_ S 2
efficiency or increase temperature are equal mathematically. Technologically,
that may not be the case because of barriers that must be overcome to achieve
an improvement in efficiency or an increase in system operating temperature.
Consider the case for no - 0.7 in Figure 6.2• Initially, the slope is
approximately unity indicating that AT/T o - An/n ° . This implies that it wlll
mathematically require the same normalized effort to increase the system
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temperature and efficiency. Again, it should be noted that from a
technological viewpoint it may be more difficult to raise temperature than
increase the efficiency or visa versa. As the value of AT/T o increases, the
slope of the straight line decreases below unity indicating that AT/T o > An/n o
which implies that it will mathematically require more normalized temperature
effort than normalized efficiency effort. For the cases of initially higher
system efflciencies (no = 0.8, 0.9), AT/T o will always be greater than An/n °
which suggest that improving the system efficiency would be a better
mathematical strategy. However, it should be noted that there is a An/nolma x
boundary. As no is increased, it takes more technological effort to improve
on the system efficiency.
Differentiating Equation (6-3) (d(An/no)/d(AT/T o)) will determine the
slope at any point (AT/T ° , An/no) and is given by
•_'_ = (I + An'}={ . - - - + T'-'_)' T'_')''_
AT I )=
no-.I no ) i(_ssT-_o)'(X+ TO )
(6-4)
At the origin (AT/T ° = O, An/n o = 0), Equation (6-4) becomes
d(An/n O)
d( AT/T o)
T
4(_) (I-no)
s
T _
- 1
s
(6-5)
From a strategy viewpoint the two efforts AT/T o and An/n o are equal when
the slope is unity. Setting the derivative equal to unity in Equation (6-5)
results in the following relationship between no and To at the origin
6.4
n
OC
TO
I + 3 IF)
s
S
(6.6)
where noc represents the critical efficiency that causes the slope of An/n o
versus AT/T ° at the origin to be equal to unity. According to Equation (6-5)
if no >noc, the slope is less than unity and if no < noc, the slope is
greater than unity. Assuming 1 < (TO / Ts] < ®, the maximum and minimum upper
bound for noc is I and 0.75 respectively.
For the case when no < noc (slope > unity at the origin), there is a
point where the normalized temperature AT/T o is equal to the normalized
efficiency An/n ° . That condition exists when the constraint An/n o = AT/T o is
placed on Equation (6-3). Figure 6.3 illustrates the functional behavior of
An/n ° or AT/T o as a function of efficiency no treating (TO / Ts) as a
parameter. The range of no is from 0 to noc where noc is determined by
Equation (6.6). As the efficiency no increases, the point where the two
variables AT/T ° and An/n o are equal occur sooner and at no = noc the equality
occurs at the origin in Figure 6.2. For noc < no < I, AT/T ° > An/n ° . Hence,
as AT/T O increases, there is no point where An/n O = AT/T O .
III. Results
The above analysis illustrates that for equal radiator area reduction
there is a relationship between normalized efficiency and temperature. When
these two normalized quantities are equal, increasing the per unit efficiency
or temperature is equivalent. Because the normalized efficiency is physically
bounded and the normalized temperature has no mathematical bound, initially,
it appears improving the system efficiency is ,a better strategy than
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increasing the system's operating temperature provided that the actual
efficiency is above a critical efficiency.
It was demonstrated that the critical efficiency dependson the ratio of
the initial system's operating temperature to the background or sink
temperature. Results showthat the critical efficiency can vary from 0.75 to
I depending on whether the initial system temperature is at infinity or
background temperature.
Although results do indicate the best mathematical strategy for reducing
radiator surface area, it does not take into account the human efforts to
accomplish these improvements. As efficiency approaches unity or system
operator temperature increases, a point is reached where a tremendous effort
is required for a small change in either variable. If no > noc , the slope
will be less than unity indicating that AT/T° > An/no. Assumingthe lower and
upper bound on To/T s is I and ®, nocmax = I and nocmin - 0.75. The actual
efficiency must be less than n in order to achieve a slope greater thanoc
unity at the origin.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the functional behavior of An/no versus AT/To under
constraint that the slope is unity and n < no c
6.6
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Figure 6.1 General System connected to a radiator
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Chapter 7
THE BEHAVIOR OF TRANSMISSION LINE MASS AND TEMPERATURE
AS A FUNCTION OF TRANSMISSION LINE EFFICIENCY
I. Introduction
A substantial portion of an electric power system mass is the
transmission lines, especially as the power level becomes significant (Pout
> 100 KW). This chapter will investigate the functional behavior of the
transmission line mass and operating temperature versus transmission line
efficiency.
It will be shown that as the spatial size of the power system
increases, the corresponding operating system voltage must also increase;
otherwise, the transmission line becomes very massive if high efficiency is
to be maintained.
Like any space system that has losses, transmission line power loss
must be radiated into the surrounding space in order to maintain an
equilibrium or quiescent operating temperature. For a given efficiency the
amount of power that must be radiated is directly proportional to the load
power.
II. Analysis
In the following model it will be assumed that heat transfer between
the transmission lines and the lunar surface is zero. The radiated heat
exchange between the two conductors will be accounted for by introducing a
configuration factor for two parallel cylindrical conductors. The
percentage of radiated energy to the background or sink environment will be
taken into account by introducing a view factor which is one minus the
configuration factor. The transmission line model is shown in Figure 7.1.
7.1
Assumecopper conductors having a resistivity Pl = 1.724 x I0-8/°C at 293°K
and a mass density P2 " 8.89 103 kg/m 3.
In Figure 7.2 a simplified model of a transmission llne connected to a
load ZL = RL ± JX L. The plus-minus sign denotes inductive or capacitive
load.
The system efficiency is given by the following expression
I
RT_
I +
RL
(7-I)
where quantities are defined in either Figure 7.1 or 7.2. For a highly
efficient transmission llne, RT_/R L must be much less than unity. For a
given power output and length _, the load resistance RL varies directly and
the per unit transmission line resistance R T varies inversely with
transmission llne operating voltage. In other words, for a given load power
a low voltage power system is much more massive when compared to a high
voltage power system. This is consistent with the design philosophy that is
used in terrestial power systems. It should be pointed out that if the
operating voltage is extremely high, the support material such as
insulation, structural support towers, etc tend to increase the total system
mass. As can be seen from Equation (7-I), the transmission line of
efficiency decreases as the llne length increases. For large spatial power
systems (large _) the ratio RT/R L must be reduced in order to maintain a
high efficient transmission line.
The total transmission llne mass is given by the following expression
7.2
M = 4P2P2£2 (7-2)4 @
RL[n - I)
In order to maintain a reasonable high efficient transmission line, the load
resistance must track with the transmission llne length squared which in
turn demands that the system operating voltage increase as the value of £
increases; otherwise, the transmission line mass will increase as the
efficiency increases.
As the transmission line operating temperature increases, the
resistivity p_ increases in the following manner
PI= 1.724 x I0-8[I + 3.9 x I0-3(T-293)) . (7-3)
where temperature is degrees Kelvin.
The configuration factor F for a pair of parallel cylindrical
conductors can be expressed as
F - 1_ [,/ x2 -I - x + _/2 - cos -I(1)) (7-4)
where x = I + tld and d = J_2Ml(_P2£) ( see Figure 7.1 for definition of
parameters.) For a given conductor separation t, increasing the
transmission llne mass increases the conductor diameter causing the value of
x to decrease until it approaches its lower bound of unity. The maximum
value of the configuration factor occurs when x = I and is equal to
I
=- (712 - I) - 0.182 (7-5)Fmax w
and the corresponding view factor (I - Fma x) is 0.818. For a worse-case-
scenario (M _ ®) the transmission llne will radiate 82% of its power
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dissipation to the background. As m _ O, d,x,F, (I-F) approach respectively
zero, infinity, zero, and unity.
The surface area of the conductor is related to the total transmission
line mass according to the following expression
2_M_ ]1/2As . [ --;-2/ . C7-6 
The transmission line operating temperature is given by
Po (1 - I) + T4 }I14 (7-7)
T - { 2_eAs( I ] F) S
where Po equals the power delivered to the load, T s is background
temperature, o and ¢ represent Stephan-Boltzmann constant and the emissivity
of the conductors respectively. The factor 2 was introduced in Equation (7-
7) to account for the fact that the power dissipation is divided equally
between the two conductors.
As stated earlier, increasing the transmission line efficiency
increases the total llne mass and decreases the operating transmission line
temperature. Results are shown in Figures 7.3, 4, 5, and 6 for an output
power of 100 KW, a 250°K background temperature, and a 2-ohm load
resistance. Line length and conductor separation are treated as parameters.
All curves depict the same trends for temperature and mass versus
efficiency. As the efficiency approaches unity, the operating temperature
and transmission line mass approach respectively the background temperature
and infinity.
Figures 7.3, 4, and 6, illustrates the relationship between temperature
and mass versus efficiency for t - 0.01 meter. For a given efficiency the
total transmission llne mass and its derivative increase as the length of
7.4
the transmission line increases and the operating temperature decreases
approaching the lower boundof 250°Kor background temperature.
Figures 7.4 and 5 illustrates the behavior of temperature and mass
versus efficiency for £ - 200 meters and t - 0.001 and 0.02 meter. As can
be seen, the corresponding curves of temperature or massare essentially
identical whenthe conductor separation is doubled. It appears that the
conductor's separation has secondary effect on the massand temperature of a
transmission llne.
III. Results
From the above analysis it is apparent that a high efficient
transmission line would become very massive if the load resistance RL(see
Equation (7-2)) does not track with the square of the transmission line
length. For a given power output, the value of RL is inversely related to
the load or system voltage.
At a higher operating voltage the size and corresponding conductor mass
is also reduced. However, the mass required to support the transmission
lines, such as towers and insulation, becomes an important part of the total
mass when the operating voltage becomes very large.
7.5
_I
d
t
As
t+d
PI : conductor resistfvicty
P2 : conductor mass densi'ty
1 : transmiss_on line length
d = conductor diameter
t = conductor separation
Rt = resistive ohms per unit length (both conductors)
Xt = inductive ohms per unit length
M = total transmission line mass
As = conductor surface area
Figure 7.1 Transmission Line Model
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+Vs_ F,v_
Sending-end ZL = RL+JX L Receiving-end
Figure 7.2 General Power System Model
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Chapter 8
VOLTAGEREGULATIONA DITS EFFECTONTRANSMISSIONLINE PARAMETERS
I. Introduction
All power systems must provide somemeans of voltage regulation in
order to isolate the effect that a load changehas on the other loads in the
system. Ideally, when a load is connected to a power system, the load
voltage should remain constant. Load voltage fluctuations, if severe, can
cause the loads to operate improperly. In this chapter, voltage regulation
will be investigated to determine what parameters contribute to "good"
voltage regulation.
II. Analysis
Since a multiport power system is very complicated to analyze
mathematically, a simple model consisting of a power source, transmission
line, and a load, as shown in Figure 8.1, will be employed. It will be
assumed that the power system is AC and operating at a frequency such that
the line length is a fraction of a wavelength. Even if the operating
frequency is in the range of 20 to 50 kHz, the line length in wavelengths is
still small provided that the physical transmission line length does not
exceed a few hundred meters. This condition will be met quite easily for
space power systems.
According to Figure 8.1, the load voltage can be expressed as a
function of the sendlng-end voltage VS . Assuming the transmission line is a
fraction of a wavelength, the load voltage is
VL " VS - (7"T£)IL (8.1)
8.1
where the dot denotes a phasor quantity. The voltage regulation can be
defined as
where {VL,NL { is the magnitude of the load voltage at no load and {VL,FL { is
the magnitude of the load voltage at full load with IVsI constant.
Substituting (8.1) into (8.2) results in the following expression
(8.3)
where ZT, £, and ZL represent the per unit transmission line impedance, line
length, and load impedance, respectively. From the above expression
(ZT£)/(Z L) should be small in order to have good voltage regulation. As the
line length increases, the ratio (ZT/ZL) must decrease; otherwise, the
voltage regulation will be increase.
Let (ZT_)Z L be expressed in terms of a magnitude and a corresponding
phase as follows
_-T_ j (8T+8 L)
_=A, e
iL
(8.4)
where A, - (]2_Ti£)/12_Li.
Substituting (8.4) into (8.3) and rearranging the expression results in
the following equation
J (8T+® L)
- I ÷ _, (8.5)
8.2
For a given voltage regulation (e = constant) there is a relationship
between A_ and (eT+8 L) such that (8.5) is satisfied. Figure 8.2 illustrates
this functional behavior for voltage regulation from + 0.02 to - 0.02 in .01
increments. The variable A, represents the ratio of magnitude voltage line
drop to the magnitude of the load voltage (A, = (IZT[£1IL[)/(IZL[IILI).
Negative voltage regulation indicates the [VL,FL[ > [VL,NL[ which exists for
(OT+O L) > 90 °. This occurs for the case when the power factor of the load
is leading or capacitive. As (OT+OL) increases for a given positive voltage
regulation, the value of A, increases. However, for negative voltage
regulation, (OT+OL) must decrease and then increase as depicted in Figure
8.2.
The parameter A, can also be expressed in terms of volt-amperes or
power at the load and is given by
(VA) L
A, = I_TI£ (8.6.a)
I LI2
PL
or A, = 17.TI_ (8.6.b)
2 cosec.
The bracketed terms emphasize the parameters that are associated with the
transmission llne and the load respectively• For a transmission line
100% efficiency, IZTI _ IXTI since there cannot beapproaching any
transmission power loss and 8T must approach 90 °. Accordingly, the sign of
the voltage regulation depends on whether the power factor of the load is
positive or negative (capacitive or inductive).
Although not shown in Figure 8.2, there is an upper and lower bound for
A, and the results are indicated in Table 8.1. Also, it can be shown for
8.3
< O, the minimum value of (eT+eL)occurs when A, = (I - (I+m)2) I/2 and
(8T+8 L) _ 180 o - sin-1(1+a).
Since the transmission llne efficiency is an important parameter, it
must be introduced to determine how transmission line efficiency and voltage
regulation are mathematically related. Ideally, the value of _ should be
zero when n = I.
The variable A, can be expressed in terms of the RT and RL as follows
(RT£) cos8 L
A, = (JTTI£)/IT.LJ = RL COSOT (8.7)
From a previous chapter it was shown that (RT£)/R L = (1-n)/n, thus A, =
(1-n)c°seL/(ncoseT). It is to be noted that as n ÷ I A, (IXTJ£)/
(8T+8 L) ÷ (90 ° + 8L ) and A l is at its lower bound. For a given efficiency
and voltage regulation, Figure 8.2 and A, = (1-n)cosOL/(ncoseT) are
equivalent to two nonlinear equations with unknowns 8L and 8T. Using
commercial software PC the value of OL and 8T can be determined uniquely for
a given efficiency and voltage regulation.
Equation (8.6.b) and the value of 8L permits one to study the trade off
between the transmission line, load power, and load voltage for a given
efficiency and regulation. Since A, and 8L are known for a given n and _,
Equation (8.6.b) can be expressed in the following manner
[J_-TI£] [PL/I_LI2] = A, nose L (8.8)
Accordingly, the transmission line parameters [IZTI£] must decrease as the
load parameters [PL/IgLj2] increase for a given _ and n. Table 8.2 lists
the values of A_ nose L for a selected set of e and n.
8.4
Since (8.8) represents a hyperbola for a given A_ cos8L, it is obvious
that as PL/I_LI 2 increases, the value of IZTI£] must decrease in order to
maintain a specified efficiency and voltage regulation. Generally, power
levels and transmission line lengths increase with system growth and if
IVLI2 does not track with PL' the per unit transmission line impedance [ZLI
must decrease causing the mass of the transmission llne to become excessive.
III. Conclusions
A relationship between the transmission line parameters, IZTI_, and the
P
ratio of load power to the square of the load voltage, T/I_LI 2 has been
established for a specified transmission line efficiency and voltage
regulation. Based on the increasing power level and physical size of an
electric power system, the transmission line voltage must track with power;
otherwise, the transmission line mass will increase.
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Table 8.1 Upper and Lower Boundsfor A,
AI,LB (eT+eL) A, ,UB ((3T+(3)
Greater than zero a 0 2+a 1800
Equal to zero 0 0 2 180°
Less than zero 180 ° 2-m 180 °
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Table 8.2 Behavior of A, cosO L as a Function of Efficiency and Voltage
Regulation
A i eT+eL 8T 8L A, coseL
degrees degrees degrees
n = 0.98 = 0.01
.051
.254
.398
-2
80 66.90 13.09 4.97"I0
-2
95 85.45 9.55 25.0 .I0
-2
I00 87.14 12.87 38.8 -I0
n = 0.98 = 0.00
0.1
0.3
0.4
-2
92.86 78.58 14.28 9.69-I 0
-2
98.63 86.19 12.44 29.3 .10
-2
101.54 87.16 14.38 38.7 .10
n = 0.98 (x= -0.01
0.1
0.3
0.4
-2
98.57 78.92 19.64 9.42.10
-2
I00.55 86.22 14.33 29. I -I0
-2
102.99 87.19 15.80 38.5 .10
n = 0.96 = 0.00
0.1
0.3
0.4
-2
92.86 67.84 25.02 9.06-10
-2
98.63 82.34 16.29 28.8 .10
-2
101.54 84.29 17.25 38.2 .10
8.7
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Figure 8.1 Two port electrical power system
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Chapter 9
HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
I. Introduction
From previous chapters, operating a system at high temperature reduces
significantly the size and corresponding mass of radiators that are required
to dissipate the system's internal generated heat. This drive toward higher
temperature takes on the forms of a nemesis when the system contains
electronic components. Using silicon technology the maximum operating
temperature is approximately 573OK (300 o) based on a bandgap of 1.1 ev.
II. Comparison of Semiconductor Materials
Electronic semiconductor materials must have certain salient features
if they are to be used in a broad-based-sense. These characteristics are
carrier mobility, thermal conductivity and physical stability at high
temperature according to Powell [9.1]. Other difficulties which determine
the semiconductor device lifetime at high temperature are inter-diffusion of
metal (from contacts) into the semiconductor material and embrittlement due
to grain growth at high temperature [9.2].
Carrier mobility measures essentially the drift velocity of a carrier
to an applied electric field. At high frequencies the inherent shunting
capacitance tends to reduce the electric field causing the semiconductor to
become ineffective. The shunting capacitance is a combination of contact
and internal material capacitance. Also, carrier mobility decreases as
temperature increases causing the high frequency characteristics to
deteriorate at high temperature.
Since there is always an electrical power loss associated with a
semiconductor device when it is electrically active, the internal generated
9.1
heat must be conducted through the semiconductor bulk material before it can
be heat sinked. For devices that control a substantial amountof powersuch
as in the case of 20 KHZconverter, the semiconducting material must exhibit
good thermal conductivity; otherwise the meantime to failure will decrease
as the power demandincreases.
At high temperature the physical stability is very important, because
if there are any changes in the crystalline patterns of the semiconductor
material, the electrical characteristics will be altered causing the device
to have an early failure.
Diffusive metallic transport from the metallic contact must be
considered at elevated temperatures. A mechanism that impedes this
diffusion within the metal-semiconductor system has to be developed. A very
commonapproach of reducing the transport betweendissimilar materials is to
introduce diffusion barriers of intervening metallization layers.
Table 9.1 indicates in a qualitative mannerthe basic characteristics
that semiconducting materials should possess in order to be a successful
candidate at high temperature. Starting with silicon, the three
characteristics, as shown in Table I, are qualitatively good, but the
maximumoperating temperature is only 573OK (300oc). The next two
materials, gallium arsenlde and gallium phosphide, have a larger bandgapand
a corresponding higher maximumoperating temperature. Except for the
excellent carrier mobility characteristics for gallium arsenide, the
characteristics are in the fair range. The carbide family (cubic silicon
and 6H) exhibit a muchhigher maximumoperating temperature. Both exhibit
fair carrier mobility which limits their use to lower frequencies. However,
at 20 KHZ frequency the power switching signal would probably still be
considered acceptable. Thermal conductivity and physical stability are both
9.2
very respectable for these two materials. For diamond, the maximum
operating temperature and bandgap do not tract as in the other cases,
because diamond experiences a phase change near 1373OK(1100oC). While
diamond indicates excellent and good characteristics for thermal
conductivity and physical stability, more research is required to movethe
diamondfrom long-term to commercially available category.
III. Conclusions
This brief study indicates that greater research emphasis must be
placed on the wider bandgapmaterials such as the silicon carbide family so
thatthe electronic components temperature can be increase. This is
especially important for space power systems where power levels could reach
the megawattrange as humanactivity in space increases with time.
Nuclear heat sources operating at high temperature (greater than
IO00°K) appear to be the only viable method for generating high power levels
over long periods of time with a reasonable slze mass. Unfortunately, the
conversion from heat to electricity occurs at dc. A second conversion from
dc to ac is required in order to operate the electrical power system at
higher voltage and frequency. This second conversion could be accomplished
by using high frequency electronic converters that are designed at
efficiencies greater than 95%. Placing the electronic converter in a high
temperature environment (near or at the heat source) would minimize the mass
of the dc segmentof the power system.
If reliable high frequency turbine driven alternators are developed to
operate over manyyears, this maybe one possible strategy to eliminate the
electronic power converter. However, the alternator's mass may be
substantially larger whencompared to the mass of the converter assuming
equal power outputs.
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TABLE9.1. A Comparisonof SomeCommercially Available Electron Materials
1-Falr 2-Good 3-Very good 4-Excellent
Maximum Operating
Material Bandgap Operating Carrier Thermal Physical
(ev) Temperature Mobility Conductivity Stability
OK (oC)
Silicon
Gallium
Arsenide
1.1 573 (300) 2 2 2
1.4 733 (460) 4 I I
Gallium 2.2 1148 (875)
Phosphide
1 1 1
Cubic Silicon 2.3 1198 (925) I 3 4
Carbide
6H Silicon 2.9 1513 (1240) I 3 4
Carbide
Diamond 5.5 1373 (1100) 2 4 3
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Chapter I0
HIGH POWER VACUUM SWITCHING DEVICES
I. Introduction
In the previous chapter attention was focused on semiconducting
materials that operated at temperatures in the vicinity of 1400°K. Although
the operational temperature is acceptable, radiation damage is very
important since the electron-hole transport process is dependent on the
semiconductor crystalline structure. In space, where radiation could be
significant or near a source of radiation such as a nuclear reactor source,
the radiation damage will alter the electrical characteristics of
semiconductors over time. When using semiconductor devices as a power
switch, such as in a 20-KHz converter, radiation damage may be sufficient to
disrupt the power conversion and render the electrical power system useless.
Hard vacuum tube and thyration switching have been used in terrestrial
applications, but are limited to low current in the case of the hard vacuum
tube switch and the requirement of commutation for dc interruptibility for
the thyration type devices. However, the USSR [10.1] has developed a switch
that is capable of plasma interruption at large anode voltages. They have
developed commercial devices capable of switching 300 amperes at 12 kV with
a IO0-KHz repetition frequency.
It appears that high voltage/high current switching devices would be
very useful in the conversion of dc to ac power, switching large blocks of
power, and protecting electrical power systems during major faults. This
type of switch would be a good candidate for high power space systems such
as on the surface of the Moon.
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Historlcally, either hard-vacuum thermionic-cathode or gas-discharge
plasma switches have been employed for switching high power. Although the
hard-vacuum switch has a fast closing and opening response at high voltage,
it has two major faults. They are: (I) low switching current and (2) high
cathode heater power. On the other hand, plasma switches, such as the
thyration, offer high current at relatively low anode voltage. However,
they have poor opening characteristics. For example, once the plasma has
been generated, it is very difficult to extinguish the plasma.
Solid-state power switching devices, such as bipolar and MOSFET
transistors, SCRs and gate turn-off thyristors (GTO), are capable of
switching 100 amperes at I kV, but at very large currents and voltage they
do not have the switching capacity. Also, solid-state devices are prone to
radiation damage.
Table 10.1 [10.2] lists the pulse power capabilities of various types
of switches that are commercially available. Accordingly, the Crossatron
[10.2] exhibits all the capabilities shown.
II. Crossatron Principles
The structure of the Crossatron is a four-element device, shown in
Figure 10.1, that is arranged in a coaxial configuration, consisting of a
cold cathode, source grid, control grid and anode. The plasma is produced
by a cross of electric and magnetic fields which are respectively
established by the potential difference between the source grid and cold
cathode and a set of permanent magnets located on the outside of the switch.
This cross-fleld configuration essentially confines the plasma between the
cold cathode and the source grid which serves as the anode for the local
discharge. Switch action is controlled by pulsing the control grid with a
10.2
voltage that is higher than the plasma voltage allowing conduction to the
anode. Typical anode-cathode voltage has a range from 200 to 500 volts in
the conduction mode. Demonstrated tube performance has shown a capability
of withstanding an open-circuit voltage of 90,000 volts. The ratio of
conduction to open circuit voltage is approximately 0.005 which is very
small. Helium or hydrogen gas at pressures of 0.02 to 0.05 Torr is used to
establish the plasma. The important features of the Crossatron are the
elimination of the cathode heater power and the instant start operation.
Table 10.2 [10.3] lists the demonstrated and projected performance of a
Crossatron. Note that the present pulse repetition frequency is 16 KHz,
which is commensurate with the 20 KHz space power system frequency.
III. Conclusions
This chapter focuses attention on the possibility of using devices
other than solid-state switches, especially when the operating voltages and
currents are very large. In the case of space electrical power systems that
must operate for many years, such as the lunar base colonies, a nuclear
source for generating heat energy will be required. Solid-state electrical
characteristics will be affected by possible radiation damage from the
nuclear source and, in time, may cause the electrical power system to fail
either partially or totally.
A low pressure vacuum-type switch that is commercially available under
the trade name Crossatron (Hughes Aircraft Company) has been investigated in
this chapter. It appears that the principle of being able to control the
plasma offers the possibility of switching large blocks of power or using
this principle to convert de to ac at megawatt levels at pulse repetition
10.3
frequencies commensuratewith present day space power system frequency (20
KHz).
The principle used in the Crossatron seems to demonstrate all the
features that define a high powerand high frequency switching device.
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Table 10.1. Pulse-Power Switch Capabilities [10.2]
SSmlZ_:mmBSSZ_SS_SSSS_U _ s_sz_sssss_mm_mlmlsBmsml_i_ss_s1_ s_1_ssszs_s _ _smms_m -----_s_ _ :m _ sm --.--s_ _ z -----:=
Switch Instant Low Low Low Interruptable High High High Electro-
Type Start Standby Control Conduction dc Current Voltage Current PRF* Mechanic
Power Power Voltage "Rugged"
Hand Vacuum ....
Tube
Thyratron .......
Ignition .......
Vacuum Spark .......
Gap
Pressurized
Spark Gap .......
SCR ......
Transistor ......
Gate Turn-off
Thyristor .....
Crossatron .........
* PRF - Pulse Repetition Frequency
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Table 10.2. Proven and Projected Performance for Crossatron Switches [10.3]
Crossatron Switch Parameter Proven Projected
Performance Performance
Open Circuit Voltage (kV) 90 200
Conduction Voltage (V) 200-500 30
Interrupted Current (A) 500 50,000
Conduction Current (A) 1,500 50,000
Closing Time (ns) 20 20
Opening Time (ns) 50 20
Pulse Repetition Frequency (KHz) 16 1,000
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Cathode
Source Grid
Control Grid
Anode
I I
I j
....... . .I I
E I'. II I
I I
I •
I
°. ..... ,_"
I I
I
I I
I I
I I
Permanent Magnets Source Plasma
Figure 10.1 Crossatron Modulator Switch Configuration
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Chapter 11
OPTIMAL OPERATION OF ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
I. Introduction
The main objective of any electrical power system, whether terrestrial
or non-terrestrial, is to accommodate the demand for power in a reliable
manner. High power electrical power systems will have several conversion
units that will convert heat eneregy into electrical energy using such
devices as electronic power conversion or alternators. The total system
power input, which may be derived from a nuclear source for a non-
terrestrial power system, must be used judiciously; otherwise, the nuclear
fuel will have to be replaced more frequently.
The mathematical relationship between the generated power and the total
system power input is very complex. However, it is reasonable to assume
that the input power increases monotonically with power. The strategy is to
minimize the total input power for a given power demand and transmission
line loss.
II. Optimal Operation of a Long Electrical Power System
The input power to an electrical power system is measured in terms of
megajoules/hour (MJ/h), and the generated electrical power in megawatts
(mw). The functional relationship between input and generated power is
nonlinear and can be approximated by the following general quadratic
expression for a single generator where F and P represent respectively the
input and generated power. The determination of AO, AI, and A2 depends on
data that relates F to the generation level P.
F(P) = A0 + AIP + A2P 2 (11.1)
11 .I
The objective of this chapter is to obtain the most economical loading
of "m" generating units such that
m
FT = _ (Aoi + A1i pi+ A21 pi 2) (11.2)
i-I
(where FT = total input power) is minimized under the constraint that there
is a power demand PD and a transmission line loss PL" The power balance
including losses is
m
PD = _ Pi - PL (11.3)
i=l
where the power loss is assumed to be a function of the power generation
alone. The Lagrange multiplier technique can be used to minimize FT.
The value of F can be expressed as follows using the Lagrange
multiplier
m m
F = _ (Fi + _ (PD + PL - _ Pi )) " (11.4)
i=1 i=1
The optimality conditions are obtained by setting the partial derivatives of
F with respect to Pi to O. This results in the following equation
)
=o (11.5)
If the transmission line losses are negligible aPL/ePI = 0 , then _Fi/_Pi= X.
The implication for the lossless case is that individual generating units
should share the load such that _Fi/_P i are all equal. For the lossy case
the Lagrange multiplier is
= _PL
1- _--_-.
1
(i=I .... m) . (11.6)
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The bracketed factor is termed a penalty because Fi is penalized by the
corresponding incremental transmission line losses (aPL/aP i _ 0).
Maintaining a high efficient system is of paramount importance, especially
for the electrical power systems that are located on another planets.
The functional behavior of loss PL will now be addressed. Consider the
system shownin Figure 11.1 where two generators are tied to the demandbus
through transmission lines of resistance RIT, R2T, and R3T, respectively.
Note RIT , R2T, and R3T are total llne resistances and not per unit
resistance values. Assuming the lines are respectively £I' £2' and £3 in
length, the total llne resistance can be expressed in terms of per unit
resistance as follows:
RIT = RI£I (11.7a)
R2T= R2£2 (11.7b)
R3T " R3£3 (11.7c)
where
The total power loss can be written in the following manner [11.1]:
2 2
PL = BllP1 ÷ 2B12P1P2 ÷ B22 P2 (11.8)
Bll =
RIT R3T
÷
2 2 2
IVII2(pF)2 IvBI (PF) 3
B22 =
R2T R3T
÷
Iv112(pF) 2 2IV312(pF)3
B12 =
R3T
IV312(pF)_
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where (PF)i denotes the power factor at the i th bus. The power demand
is approximately equal to PI + P2' assuming the transmission line losses
are small. The coefficients in Equation (11.8) are small if RqT/(IV_I.PFq)2
is small which reflects the requirement of (I) a small per unit transmission
line resistance, especially if the power system services a relatively low
load density over a vast area; (2) a large operating voltage at the thq
node; (3) a large power factor at the 8th node (maximumis unity).
A small RqT demands that the transmission line lengths be short (a
rather spaciously compact electrical power system) with large cross-
sectional conductor areas (a massive transmission line system). If the
transmission lines can operate in a superconductive mode, the coefficients
approach zero. Even if this condition can exist there will be devices such
as transformers or voltage regulators located along the transmission that
will contribute to the losses from the generators to the loads.
(IV_I(PF)_) 2 inversely affects the value of the power lossThe product
coefficients. Note that this product is squared which has even a greater
affect on the coefficients. Maintaining unity power factor at the qth node
will require some form of power factor correction at the node which
increases the total electrical power system mass. Operating the node at
high voltages will reduce the coefficients. However, as the voltage
increases, the transmission line support mass increases. For high voltage
terrestrial electrical power systems, the support towers would be an example
of support mass.
The power loss PL (Equation 11.8) can be generalized to what is
commonlyreferred to as the loss formula for a more complex power system.
The loss formula is
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m m
PL _" _ Z Bij Pi P " (11.9)i-i j-1 J
2
When i=j, PiPj = Pi and Bij = Bii, represents, respectively, the power
th
supplied by the i generator and the sum of contributions of each
transmission line from the ith generator to the demand power bus. For i_j,
PiPj and Bij represents, respectively, the cross multiplication of the
powers from the i th and jth generators and the contribution of the common
th th
transmission lines that transmit both the i and j power. See Figure
11-I for a three-line system and the definitions of the B-coefficients in
Equation (11.8).
III. Conclusions
The important problem of minimizing fuel consumption in supplying a
known power demand is a main driver, especially when the electrical power
system is located on the Moon or on some other planet. Assuming the total
fuel available is fixed, minimizing the fuel consumption rate extends the
time between refueling the power system.
In this chapter a simple electrical power system was investigated that
included transmission llne losses. For the minimum fuel consumption case,
results indicate that all generators, that are operating below their rated
limit, must each operate to maintain a constant product of penalty factor
and incremental cost.
Results indicate operating all electrical nodes at unity power factor,
at the highest possible voltage, and smallest line resistance will reduce
the penalty factor. However, the total electrical power system mass will
increase because power factor correcting devices must be added, support
structure mass will be driven upwards with increasing voltage, and
transmission line mass increases with decreasing per unit line resistance.
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One possible solution to penalty reduction is operating the
transmission llne in a superconducting mode. Research must be done on
increasing the superconducting temperature to approximately 250OKwhile
still maintaining a high current density and a flexible transmission line.
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Figure 11.1 A Three-Line Electrical Transmission Line System.
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Chapter 12
SYSTEM RELIABILITY
I. INTRODUCTION
A quantitive measure of the performance of a system in terms of its
design goals is reflected by the system reliability, which has an upper
bound of unity. Reliability can be defined as the probability of successful
system operation under the conditions of intent. An ideal system would have
a reliability of unity.
Placing identical components in parallel is an example of a design
technique called redundancy and improves the system reliability beyond that
of any one parallel component. However, there is a penalty, such as dollar
cost, mass, and volume, for this increase in reliability. If all components
must operate in order to maintain system reliability the redundancy is
called active redundancy. There are other types of redundancy that can be
used such as inactive redundancy, sometimes called standby redundancy, and
voting redundancy. Inactive redundancy switches from a defective to an
operational unit with the switching process continuing until all units are
defective. On the other hand, voting redundancy, which is a special form of
active redundancy, is a system where several parallel outputs are monitored
by a declslon-maklng device which provides the required system function as
long as a predetermined number of parallel outputs are in agreement.
Reliability allocation, in contrast to placing components in parallel,
focuses attention on the allocation of individual component reliability so
as to meet a prescribed system reliability to minimize, for example, dollar
cost, mass, and/or volume. This chapter will investigate a scheme that
minimized the total penalty of a series system while meeting a predetermined
reliability. Although the series model is simple, it does shed light on
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morecomplex systems that require dynamic programmingtechniques rather than
the technique presented in this chapter.
II. RELIABILITYALLOCATION
The model shown in Figure 12-1 is a series system with N components
where the ith componenthas Ri reliability (l!i<_N). The system reliability
is
N
Rs(t) - H Ri(t)i-i (12.1)
where the time functional notation indicates that as the system ages the
reliability changes.
Assumeeach componentin the N-series system has an exponential failure
time distribution where the reliability of the ith component is Ri(t) -
exp(-Ait) and Ai represents the failure rate. The system reliability is
N
Rs(t) - exp (-_ Ait). (12.2)i-i
It can be shown that the mean time before failure for the ith component is
I
/
(MTBF) i " Ai (12.3)
and
N £n(R s (T))
_ _i'- T
i-I
(12.4)
where time t has been replaced by a specific time T.
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Consider the following minimization problem where the objective is to
determine the allocation of the componentMTBFwhich will minimize the total
penalty such that for a given time T, the reliability of the system at t - T
is Rs(T). The penalty equation can be expressed by the following equation
N
minimize ([ gi(Ai)) (12.5)i-I
where gi(Ai) will generally be nonlinear which implies that either the
Lagrange multiplier or dynamic programmingtechnique will be required.
For purpose of illustration, assume gi(Ai)-ai(MTBF)i where (MTBF)i-
/_i" Using the Lagrange multiplier technique, the total minimum system
[12.1] penalty Ps,min is
N
P --T( _ a I/2)2
s,min i-I i
£n(Rs(T))
(12.6)
and
N
I/2
(MTBF)i--T _ aj
j-1
ai _n (Rs (T))
(12.7)
According to Equation (12.6) increasing the time interval T or the
system reliability Rs(T) increases Ps,min. If Ps,min is interpreted as a
mass penalty, the minimum system mass increases linearly with operation time
interval and inversely with the natural logarithm of reliability. The
coefficient ai reflects the penalty paid for increasing (MTBF) i and is a
function of the technology at the time the system is being constructed.
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N
Ideally, _. ai I/2 should be as small as possible. Also, it is noted that
i-I
as N increases Ps,min increases.
The MTBF for the ith component (Equation 12.7) is functionally related
to the time interval and system reliability in the same manner as in
N
Equation (12.6). However, (MTBF) is proportional to =_lajI/2 and inverselyJ
related to a i. Assuming a i decreases (technological breakthroughs), its
impact effects (MTBF) i more so than any other (MTBF). It has a minor effect
N
on all MTBFs because any MTBF depends on _ aj I/2 which includes a i.
j-1
III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NORMALIZED SYSTEM TEMPERATURE AND SYSTEM
PARAMETERS
In this section we will establish a relationship between system
temperature and the normalized mean time before failure, (MTBF)/T, employing
the results from Section II.
Assume a system consisting of N series components with the penalty
coefficient at having a dimension of mass per unit time. The minimum system
penalty Ps,min (see Equation 12.6) becomes the minimum system mass Ms,mi n
and can be expressed by
N 112 2
C;. ai )
M = i=I (12.8)
s,min Q
where Q - £n(I/Rs(T))/T. If Q decreases, which corresponds to either
increasing the system reliabiilty Rs(T) or increasing the system operational
N
time T, Ms,mi n increases for a given _ ai I/2. since ai is dependent on
i-I
the technology at the time the system is designed, the developing technology
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must reduce ai which in turn reduces
N I/2
Y. a t
i,,1
for a fixed number of
components N. The value of Ms,mi n is also a function of N. If it is
N
= - aN 2 which indicates thatassumed that ai a for all i, ( _ all/2) 2
i-I
Ms,rain increases as the square of the number of cascaded components.
Technology must be developed to maintain a reasonable number of series
system components. This general model is applicable to electrical power
systems.
The system mass can be related to the average operating system
temperature, system power, and a geometrical factor relating system surface
radiative area to its volume. This model, although somewhat simplistic,
does provide insight about certain system tradeoffs.
Inside an electrical power system, which includes all loads, there is a
power source capable of delivering Pin. For a non-terrestrlal power system
this power must be eventually radiated into space. Employing the Stefan-
Boltzmann radiative law, the system mass is
where p
p Pin
.... (12.9)
Ms oEfe_(r4_l)
- average system density (kg/m 3)
Pin - input power (watts)
a - 5.67 • 10-8 (w/m2-k 4)
E - radiator emissivity
es - sink temperature - 250OK
f - system surface area/system volume (I/m)
r - ratio of average system temperature to sink temperature (e/es).
Equating Equations (12.8) and (12.9) and solving for r _ we have
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r_ = p.,pin Q
N
ocfe;(i_ I all/2) =
+ I . (12.10)
Treating Q as an independent variable, the slope of the.above equation is
SLOPE = p Pin
N
.¢fes(i_ I all/2) =
(12.11)
As the electrical input power increases, the product f.
N
( _. ai I/2)z
i=1
mus t
track with power; otherwise the system temperature will become large for a
¢, and Q. Since M is proportional and the slope isgiven p, Os ,
s,mln
N
inversely proportional to ( _ all/2) =, the value of f must track, rather
i=I
strongly, with Pin in order to maintain a small value for Ms,mi n and r _.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
High strength materials with low mass density must be developed in
order to reduce p. For lunar base electrical power systems, where the
nights are fourteen days long, it appears the energy source must be self-
contained, such as a nuclear reactor. Because the reactor is massive,
(shielding is required to protect personnel and electronic equipment from
radiation damage) this drives the average system mass density is driven
u pwar ds.
The system geometrical factor f must be large in order to maintain a
reasonable average system temperature. High power electrical power systems
must be geometrically flat with a large radiative surface area, otherwise,
high temperature component technology must be developed.
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Chapter 13
EFFECT OF REDUCING THE SPATIAL SEPARATION BETWEEN THE ELECTRICAL
HEAT SOURCE AND THE ELECTRONIC POWER CONVERTER
I. Introduction
This chapter will investigate the radiant energy transfer between a
power source radiator and an electronic power converter radiator in an
electrical power system as a function of radiator separation. The transfer
of radiated energy from the higher temperature source radiator to the
electronic power converter radiator causes the temperature of the latter
radiator to increase as the spatial separation between the two radiators
decreases.
The degree of energy coupling between radiators is determined by the
configuration factor which in turn depends on the geometry and orientation
of the radiators. A general expression relating the radiator temperature to
its isolated temperature is presented as a function of the configuration
factor. Isolated temperature is defined to be the radiator temperature when
the radiator is completely isolated from all radiators.
If. System Analysis
Ideally, it would be advantageous to place the electrical power system
unit as close to the heat source as possible to reduce the system losses.
In this section, the model shown in Figure 13.1 will be used. Let the
conversion from DC to AC have an efficiency of he, while the source
efficiency is ns. Separate radiators are used to remove heat loss from the
source and converter. If the two radiators are separated by a significant
distance, both will effectively be viewing the background which acts as an
infinite heat sink. The source radiator temperature is much larger than the
converter radiator temperature, usually a factor of approximately three.
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14. The reason for this large temperature differential is that the converter
radiator temperature is determined essentially by the operating electronic
operating temperature, which by today's technology, can be as low as 350°K,
while the source temperature can be 1000°K or higher.
As the distance between these two radiators decreases, the transfer of
radiated energy between the two radiators increases. Since the source
radiator is radiating more power, it will have a greater effect on the
converter radiator temperature as compared to the reverse case.
According to [13.1] the following set of equations describe the
functional behavior of both radiator temperatures in terms of configuration
factor and other system parameters:
- ]" (1-¢1)xz 1 + FI_ 2 62£ (_2) (F1-2 (13.1)
xz o A1 )21-( 1
and
A1 1 _ A1
x 1 + _ F I ¢2 ) -
. -2 (7 (F1-2)' (1-c2)
X2o
where FI_ 2
1-(AA_) (F1_2)"
(13.2)
¢I
¢2
AI
A2
x 1
- conflgurator factor from source (I) to converter (2)
radiator
= source radiator emissivity
= converter radiator emissivity
= source radiator area (m2)
converter radiator area (m2)
= TI 4 - Ts 4 (Ok)
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x2 = T24 - Ts 4 (Ok)
4 4
x10 = TIO - Ts (Ok)
x20 = T204 - Ts 4 (ok)
T =, radiator source temperature (Ok)
I
T 2 = radiator converter temperature (Ok)
T = isolated radiator source temperature (Ok)
I0
T20 = isolated radiator converter temperature (Ok)
T = sink or background temperature (Ok)
s
As radiator separation increases, FI_ 2 _ 0, x I _ x10, and x2 _ x20.
The model for the configuration factor is shown in Figure 13.2. It was
selected because the configuration factor can be expressed in closed form.
The configuration factor FI_ 2 can be expressed in terms of two other
configuration factors accordingly
FI_ 2 = FI_(2+3 ) - FI_ 3 •
(13.3)
The first term represents the configuration factor between radiator I and
radiator (2 + 3), while the second term represents the configuration factor
between radiators I and 3. The two terms are subtracted to remove the
affect of radiator I to radiator 3 since radiator 3 is not physically
present.
The general configuration faction expression [13.2] for both terms can
be expressed by
13.3
i( 1F s --_ L tan + Ntan -I (I)[1) - j N2+L , tan-1 _ + 0.25£n
((I+L ) (I+N 2)I+N2+L 2
where L - c/b
N
N l s
) .< L2(I+L2+N 2) )(L)2(I+L 2) (L2+N 2) (13.4)
N2 or N 3 depending on the configuration to be determined
a/b
a
w
N2 _ (a+d)/b s b (1+d/b) _ N,(1+d/a)
N, = d/b
From the above definitions and Equations (13.1) - (13.3) it is obvious that
as de-, N2÷N 3 , FI_2÷0, x1÷x10, and x2÷x20 which is the case for isolated
radlators.
Returning to Figure 13.1, it will be assumed that the converter is an
electronic high frequency inverter, the transmission line between the source
and inverter is DC, and the transmission line between the inverter and load
is an AC transmission llne. Besides frequency shifting, the electronic
inverter will be capable of increasing the line voltage by a factor of 5.
Table 13.1 lists the values for system parameters used in the analysis. A
1000-volt ae operating voltage was selected because the operating voltage
must track with output power; otherwise, the AC transmission line would
become very massive. A rather tight voltage regulation of I% was assumed.
High power electrical systems, capable of operating over a few decades, will
require a nuclear power source which has a rather low efficiency of
approximately 10%. A IO00OK source radiator temperature was selected to
represent a typical source temperature. As the required power level
increases, the source temperature must track with power in order to maintain
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a reasonable source radiator mass. A 350°K isolated temperature was
selected for the electronic radiator to reflect a present-day operating
semiconductor temperature of approximately 125°C. Analysis has shown that
the source radiator temperature is almost independent of radiator separation
with temperature variation of approximately several degrees. This is
insignificant when compared to the nominal radiator temperature of IO00°K.
A computer program, written in BASIC (Appendix A), was developed to
solve for electronic radiator temperature as a function of separation
distance d. Power levels, from 0.1 to 10 megawatts, and two radiator widths
(b= I and 10) were selected.
III. Results
Figures 13.3 - 13.6 illustrate the behavior of radiator 2 temperature
versus radiator separation in d(meters) for the indicated output power and
radiator widths. The computer results indicated that for d>10 meters,
temperature T2 was approaching T20 - 350°K asymptotically. For distances
greater than 10 meters (-30 feet) radiator 2 was seeing essentially the
background or sink and its temperature was not affected by the presence of
radiator I.
Figures 13.3 - 13.5 show that for a given radiator width b = I, the
temperature profile first increases when the power changes from 0.1MW to
IOMW. However, the temperature profile decreases when the power level
increased from I to IOMW (see Figures 13.4 and 13.5). The reason for this
anomaly is the fact that for a fixed distance d, where I< d < 10 meter, the
radiation pattern of radiator I changes because dimension c must track with
output power level placing radiator 2 at a lower radiation pattern
(radiation I) level. In other words, for a given separation distance,
radiator 2 begins to find itself in the quasi-shadow of radiator I. At d =
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I 0 meters the temperature of radiator 2 is approximately the samefor I and
IOMW,(Figures 13.4 and 13.5) whenthe vertical scale factor is taken into
account.
For a given power output level and spacing, increasing the width b
causes more radiative energy to be transferred from radiator I to radiator 2
which in turn increases the temperature of radiator 2. This is illustrated
by comparing Figure 13.5 with Figure 13.6.
IV. Conclusion
Reducing the distance betweenthe source and electronic power converter
increases the radiator temperature and decreases the massof the electronic
power converter's radiator. However, the penalty for this massreduction is
that the electronic componentsmust operate at a higher temperature. With
proper orientation of both radiators, the exchangeof radiant energy between
the high and low temperature radiators can be minimized.
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Table 13.1 Model Parameters
I •
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Radi at or
Emissivity
¢I " 0.8
¢2 " 0.8
Mass Density
PR1= 10 kg/m 2
PR2 = 8 kg/m 2
Temperature
TIO " lO00OK
T20 = 350°K
Transmission llne
Efficiency
NTI = 0.99
NT2 - 0.99
Voltage regulation
A.C. llne- I%
Operating line voltage
A.C. llne - 1000 volts
D.C. line - 200 volts
Electronic converter efficiency = 90%
Source efficiency - 10%
Load power factor - unity
Distance from the source to load - 200 meters
Background temperature - 250°K
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(See Table 13.1 for model parameters)
Figure 13.1 Model of an electrical power system.
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Figure 13.3 Electronic temperature vs. Radiator separation.
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Figure 13.5 Electronic radiator temperature vs. Radiator separation.
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Figure 13.6 Electronic radiator temperature vs. Radiator separation
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APPENDIX A
10 PRINT " L=e/b"
20 PRINT " Y=X1/X20, X=X2/X20"
30 PRINT " NI=a/b=(C3*A1)/b^2*(X1/X2), NI=C3*L*Y/X"
40 PRINT " N2=NI+N3"
50 PRINT " P10=10A5 WATTS, P0 OUTPUT POWER"
60 INPUT PO
70 PRINT "N3=d/b"
80 PRINT "b=K"
90 INPUT K
100 PRINT "d=L3"
110 INPUT L3
120 IF L3=I THEN 150
130 N4=200/K
140 GOTO 160
150 N4=10/K
160 N3=L3/K
170 P10=100000
180 KI=P0/(K*P10)
190 L=K1/K
200 LI=L^2
210 T10=1000
220 T20=350
230 T30=250
240 R=((T20/T30)^4 - 1)/((T 10/T30)^4 - 1 )
250 El=0.1
260 E=0.8
270 E2=0.9
280 E3=0.99
290 J=3.1415926
300 GOSUB 400
310 IF N3>N4 THEN 340
320 N3=N3+N4/20
330 GOTO 300
340 END
400 X10=T10A4-T30^4
410 X20=T20A4-T30A4
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420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
Y=X10/X20
C3=(1/E2-1)*E3*E2/(1/E 1-1)
C4=L*C3
AI=I/L
X=I
A2=ATN(AI)
A3=l/N3
A4=ATN(A3)
A5=I/SQR(L^2+N3^2)
A6=ATN(A5)
A7=N3^2
A8=(( 1+L^2)*( 1+AT)/( 1+AT+L^2))* (L^2*( 1+L^2+AT)/(( 1+L^2) *(L^2
+A7)))^L1
A9=(A7*(1 +L^2+AT)/((1 +AT)*(L^2+AT)))^A7
A10=A8*A9
Fl=(L*A2+N3*A4-SQR(AT+L^2)*A6+0.25*LOG(A10))/(J*L)
B 1=(Y*C4+N3*X)/X
B2=I/B1
B=B 1^2
B3=ATN(B2)
B4=SQR(LI+B)
B5= l/B4
B6=ATN(B5)
BT=((I+L1)*(I+B)/(I+LI+B))*(LI*(I+LI+B)/((I+L1)*(LI+B)))^L1
BS=(B*(1 +L 1+B)/((I+B)*(L1 +B)))^B
B9=B7*B8
F2=(L*A2+B 1*B3-B4*B6+0.25*LOG(B9))/(J*L)
F=F2-F1
G=E/(C3*Y*R)
H=(1-E)/(C3*Y)
I=I/(C3*Y)
NI=C4*Y/X
Z=(I+G*X*F-H*F^2*X)/(1-F^2*X*I)
IF Z<=X THEN 770
X=X+0.1
GOTO 570
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770 GOSUB 1000
780 X2=ZI*X20
790 T2=(X2+T30^4)_3.25
800 L3=K*N3
810 PRINT "L3=" ; L3 ; "NI=" ; N1 ; "F4=" ; F4 ; "T2=" ; T2
820 RETURN
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
N2--NI+N3
DI=I/L
D2=ATN(D1)
D3=I/N2
D4=ATN(D3)
D5= 1/SQR(N2^2+LA2)
D6=ATN(D5)
D7=N2^2
DS=((I+LA2)*(I+D7)/(I+D7+LA2))*(LA2*(I+LA2+D7)/((I+L^2)*(L^2
+D7)))AL1
D9=(DT*(I+LA2+D7)/((I+DT)*(LA2+D7)))AD7
D1G=D8*D9
F3=(L*D2+N2*D4-SQR(D7+LA2)*D6+O.25*LOG(D 10))/(J'L)
F4=F3-F1
C=L/N1
ZI=(I+(C*F4*E)/R-C*F4A2*(1-E))/(1-C*F4^2)
RETURN
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Chapter 14
SYSTEM SPECIFIC MASS, RELIABILITY AND OPERATIONAL TEMPERATURE AND THEIR
INTERACTIONS
I. Introduction
System specific mass, reliability, and operational temperature are very
important to the success of any project. This chapter investigates the
inner relationship among these three features.
II. Parametric Analysis
The model used to study the behavior of specific mass, system reliability,
failure rate, and system time interval is shown in Figure 14.1. The system
consists of N-cells cascaded together with each cell containing up to three
identical components. The maximum of three parallel components was selected
to reflect a system that would be used in a manned space project. Typically,
two parallel components would be used in each cell for an unmanned space
mission.
All the components in each cell are assumed to be active, with none in
a standby mode. This constraint allows for a simpler analysis. If each
independent component has an exponential failure time distribution with a
constant failure rate; and if all of the N-cells are identical, the system
reliability [14.1] can be expressed in the following manner
Rs m (I- (I - e-IT) M )N (14.1)
where R ==
s
T-
M-
system reliability
component failure rate
system operational time interval
number of identical components in a cell (M-1,2,3)
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N- numberof identical cells.
Increasing the value of M increases Rs, while increasing N decreasesRs.
Increasing the product ATdecreases the system reliability. For systems
that must operate over a very long time interval, the failure rate must be
very small in order to maintain a respectable system reliability. If the
component temperature is increased, the failure rate will, in general,
decrease causing the value of Rs to decrease.
Assuming the specific mass of each identical component is k, all
componentsare in an active mode, and the system power output is Po, the
system specific mass ks is given by
ks - N k . (14.2)
The reason why ks is independent of M is due to the fact that, for any given
cell, the output power for a component is Po/M and there are M components in
a cell. Strategically, it is important to maintain a small value for N in
order to have a respectable system specific mass. However, there are
constraints imposed on the system that force the value of N upwards. For
example, an electrical power system may require a tight tolerance on voltage
regulation, which would require the addition of regulators, driving the
system specific upwards and the system reliability downwards.
Table 14.1 illustrates the behavior of AT as a function of N, M, and
R s. For M-I there is no redundancy built into the system. Any component
failure causes the system to become inoperable. For a given Rs and N, the
AT product is the smallest when compared to M-2 or 3 systems.
For a given N, the AT product increases as the system shifts from
unmanned (M-2) to manned (M-3). The system specific mass is constant for a
given N. It should be noted that for M-2, if any component fails and is
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removed, the output power level is halved. For Ms3 system, the power level
is 2/3 original level for one component failure.
Increasing the system length (N-IO to Nm40) and focusing on the manned
system (Ms3), the AT product decreases as the system length increases for a
given R s. Systems that have a large operational time interval, T large,
must have components that have a very low failure rate.
The trend is to operate a non-terrestrial electrical power system at
higher temperatures in order to reduce the radiator mass. However, the
penalty in using this strategy is an increase in the component failure
rate. Technology must be developed such that as system temperature rises,
the failure rate remains essentially constant; otherwise, the system time
interval will have to be shortened for a given system reliability.
III. Conclusions
In this chapter system reliability and system specific mass have been
investigated. Although the model employed had a simplistic format, results
tract with what might be expected from more complex systems that have more
built in sophisticated redundant systems.
The system specific mass is related to the individual component
specific mass. The relationship depends on the actual system configuration
and the system specifications such as voltage regulation or system autonomy.
As the output power level increases, the electrical power system will become
very massive unless the specific mass remains in an acceptable range.
Tightening system specifications tends to introduce more cascade cells,
which in turn, increases the system specific mass.
Since the amount of mass in a non-terrestrlal power system is
important, system operation temperature is very important. Increasing the
temperature tends to decrease the system specific mass. However, the
14.3
failure rate rises driving the system time interval downwardsfor a given
system reliability.
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Table 14.1 Failure Rate Time Product Versus System Reliability
R IT _Ts
N-I 0 N_40
M_I 2 3 M-I 2
0.5 0.069 0.299 0.521 0.017 0.140 0.298
0.6 0.051 0.252 0.459 0.013 0.121 0.266
0.7 0.036 0.207 0.396 0.009 0.099 0.232
0.8 0.022 0.161 0.329 0.005 0.070 0.195
0.9 0.011 0.107 0.246 0.003 0.053 0.140
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Figure 14.1 Serles-parallel system of order (M,N).
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Chapter 15
TRADEOFFS IN SYSTEM AVAILABILITY
I. Introduction
All physical systems have certain commonalities. They must be
available when needed and operate at prescribed temperature for a designate
amount of time. Mass cost is the penalty that must be paid to increase this
availaility and essentially involves a tradeoff between system mean time to
failure (MTBF) and system mean time to repair (MTTR). Ideally, MTBF should
be as large and MTTR as small as possible.
II. Mathematical Model
The two system characteristics, MTBF and MTTR, can be functionally
related by the introduction of the system uptime ratio. Consider a system
that is initially functioning, upon failure it is repaired, and then
returned to its operational state. It can be shown that the uptime ratio
(UTR) is given by
UTR - MTB F (15. I)
MTBF + MTTR
As indicated previously, ideally MTBF ÷ ® and MTTR ÷ O setting the upper
bound for UTR at unity. Assume a lower bound, B , for UTR. Solving for
0
MTBF in Equation (15.1) we have
(B_____) MTTR (15.2)MTBFL l-B0 Q
Generally speaking, if the system temperature is increased, MTBF
decreases driving the UTR downward. There is a lower bound on MTTR, say
MTTR > B_, because no physical system on the average can be repaired in zero
m
time. If a failure occurs in an electric power system, it requires time to
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locate and repair the fault, even whencomputers are performing the fault
analysi s.
There is always an upper boundon MTBF,say MTBF< B2, due to state-
of-the-art or in the case of space power systems mass and/or volume
constraints. If it is assumedthat the system reliability is of the form
Rs(T)-exp(-T/MTBF), where T equals system operating time, and Rs(T) > Rsl,
where Rsl is the minimum system reliability, the MTBFlower bound is
T/_n(I/Rsl).
The shaded area in Figure 15.1 represents the feasibility region for
the above boundary constraints. Assuming for the moment that the
technological and MTTRbarriers are constant (both BI and B2 are constant),
the shaded region decreases if Bo, T, or Rsl is increased. For a long term
space manned voyage the electrical power system must have all the above
parameters as large as possible, which meansthat technology must keep ahead
of the lower boundaries, Bo and T_m (I/Rsl).
There is a trend to operate systems at higher temperature to reduce
the radiation surface area and the corresponding radiator mass. However,
this thruss does drive the lower boundary T/_m (I/Rsl) higher becauseof the
downward shifting of all the component MTBFsthat effect the system
reliability.
The bound, BI , will always have a physical limitation due to the fact
that maintenance and/or repair involve someform of manualactivities, even
for systems that are highly automatedwith computers defining the type and
degree of failure. Onepossible technique for reducing BI is to have more
personnel available to makethe appropriate repairs. This scenairo adds to
the personnel mass, which is a premium in space. Reducing personnel mass
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causes the standby redundant system mass to increase if the system
reliability is to remain relatively constant.
III. One Unit System Availability
Consider an extra-terrestrlal electrical power system as a one unit
system with a constant system failure rate i (A = I/MTBF) and a constant
system repair rate W (W = I/MTTR). Let the system availability be given by
A(T) = p (T) when p (T) denotes the probability that at time T the system is
operating. In terms of A and W the system availability is given by the
following expression
I -(I+ A/w)wT
A(T) = (I + I/W ) (I - (1- p(1 * I/W) e ) (15.3)
where p represents the initial system probability. It can be shown that as
wT->O, A(O) = p and as wT -> ®, A (=) = I/(I + I/W) = I/(I + MTTR/MTBF).
Note that UTR = A (®).
Solving Equation (15.3) for wT results in the following expression
I (I- p (I + A/w)_gT = I + I/W £n A(T)(I+X/W)I (15.4)
Since wT >O, it can be demonstrated that p > A(T) and I > p > A (®)
UTR.Increaslng UTR for the electrical power system, forces the initial
system probability closer to unity. The consequence of this stratedy
demands a large MTBF and a small MTTR. Since the system MTBF characterizes
the entire electrical power system, the individual component MTBFs must be
larger than the system MTBF assuming the components are cascaded.
IV. Mass Cost Function
The tradeoff discussion from the previous sections suggest possibly
two mass penalty functions. They are as follows [15.1]:
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TYPEI Penalty
M(MTTR,MTBF)- AI + A2 (MTBF)+ A3/(MTTR)
Bo
" Al + A2 (__-Z'g--)(MTTR)+ A3/(MTTR)
,-%
2
It can be shown that _M/_MTTR <0 if As/(MTTR) > A_I(Bo/(I-Bo)). and
2
_m/_MTTR > 0 if As/(MTTR) < A21(B )).
0
(15.5)
TYPE II Penalty
M (MTTR, MTBF) - A_ + As (MTBF) + A6(MTTR-M O) (15.6)
where M is a constant.
o
The typical problem is to maximize UTR subject to a mass cost
constraint such as M(MTTR, MTBF)< MI, where the mass cost function is less
than or equal to a predetermined value M I. In the case of TYPE I system
mass cost function and using the Langrange multiplier technique, it can be
shown that UTRma x occurs at
MTTR l- 2A_/(MI-AI)
MTBF,- (M,-A,)/(2A2)
X
UTR - I/[I + 4A,A,/(M,-A,) )
max
M(MTTRI, MTBF,) - Ml
For a TYPE II mass cost function and the constraint M(MTTR, MTBF) <
M_, it can be shown that UTTRma x occurs at
MTTR - 0
2
MTBF- {MI-A_-A_M ° )/As
2 2
provided that M,>A_+ A6M • If M,>A_÷A6M o cannot be achieved, then the
optimal point is
15.4
where
MTTR,
2
M l- A_- A6(MTTR - M )
0
C2
2 )I12MTTR = ((A_- Hi + A6 M0 )IAe
V. Conclusions
A mathematical model of a generalized system, which might represent a
electrical power in space, has been analyzed in terms of MTTR, MTBF, and a
set of upper and lower bounds. It is obvious from the results that if
technological advances do not track with system specifications (such as a
longer operational system time interval, higher system reliability, and
larger uptime system ratio), the system feasibility region will decrease.
Two different mass cost functions where investigated. With
appropriate constraints it was shown that the UTR can be maximized for a
given mass cost upper bound.
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Chapter 16
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Projecting the U.S. Space Program into the 21st century requires new
technologies that must be developed in order to maximize the information
return from space systems that must function over several decades with a
sophistication unheard of on Earth. Robotics will play a very important
role in aiding man to gather this information, especially in situations
where personnel might be exposed to hazards that might be life-threatening.
Initially, robotics will be used for space adventure not touched by
humans in order to set the necessary parameters for manned systems that
would follow. This strategy was used to place man on the Moon in the late
sixties. Regardless where our adventure takes us it must be done in a
manner that maximizes man's saftey in space. In other words, if a space
program is to be successful it must be very reliable. Unfortunately,
reliability and cost, whether it is dollars, mass, etc., are at odds with
each other. High reliability generally means a costly system.
When the automotive industry was in its infancy around the turn of the
century, the automobile was massive and rather unreliable. Today the
automobile is quite reliable with a sizeable mass reduction. This was
accomplished through many iterations and permutations of design that gives
the automobile its high degree of reliability it enjoys today. There are
many differences between the automotive industry and space systems. First,
the space system must have a reliability approaching unity. Second, a
serious failure in space is almost certain to cause a major disaster because
personnel cannot leave the space system and return to a more primitive state
like walking after the automobile has failed. Third, the space system will
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have to have moreautonomyas comparedto an automobile because routine and
fault analysis will be processed by a computer rather than personnel.
Personnel should only be in the very outer loop to makefinal discussion
that cannot be resolved by computers.
It appears that reliability technology will have to be developed based
on model simulation of the physical space system because they are not a
volume endeavor like the automotive industry. For example, an electrical
space power system is a low-volume endeavor with only a relatively few units
built as compared to terrestrial power systems. The space power system will
have the same type of user demands as its counterpart on Earth, except that
the extra-terrestrial power system will not have a continental power grid
similar to the one on Earth. Electrical energy will have to be allocated in
a prioritized manner among the users.
All physical systems have an ideal performance characteristic (Chapters
12, 14, 15), which can be defined as its target value 3. Let the variable Y
be the measured value of this performance characteristic, and let the
expected value of Y, E[Y], be equal to a nominal value of n. Ideally, E[Y]
= n = 3. Since all systems exhibit variance, the variance of Y is denoted
2
by o and it has four components. They are:
• Variability in the measurements
• Variability due to the failure of the system components
• Variability due to usage
• Variability due to the final environment of the system
In the case of a space electrical power system, a sufficient number of
measurements of key system parameters must be conducted and analyzed by
computers to determine the present system status and trends that the system
might be experiencing. This information would indicate the degree of system
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stability and any near future instability. Technology will have to be
developed in instrumentation, computer software and hardware and the
determination of the key system parameters.
All well-designed electrical power systems should have componentsthat
would fall beyond the specified useful life span of the system. Physical
system componentscan fall before the end of the life span. Critical failed
system componentsmust be removedand replaced with operative components or
the failed component removedand newset of system strategies developed to
operate the system as close to the target as possible.
In the case of a space electrical power system, user power demand must
be coordinated in order to prevent the system from exceeding its
specifications. This can be accomplished through a prioritized user
computer system that identifies users that must remain electrically
connected at all cost and the other users that are prioritized in importance
and scheduling.
Finally, a system, such as a space power electrical system, may find
itself in an environment that causes the system variability to increase and
thus causing n to deviate from its target _. Technology must be developed
to test the system in all possible environments. To perform tests on a
complete system would be a very arduous task. However, if computer
simulation software programs can be developed that account for all the
system nonlinearities and anomalies, scenarios can be performed on the
computer-simulated system that would reflect the behavior of the physical
system.
There is always a pentallty associated with adjustment of the system
design or parameters. It can be shown that the expected pentality E[P(Y)] -
K (Y-T) 2 = Ka 2 where K is some constant and P(Y) is the pentality function.
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2Reducing the variance, o , has a positive effect on the pentality. If the
system has fixed bias, 6, due to poor design or poor manufacturing, the
nominal value, n, and target, z, will be separated by the bias 6. Under
this condition the E[P(Y)] = K(o2 + 62). Note that the pentality is not
zero when o = 0 because of the fixed bias 6.
Taguchi's [16.1] approach to optimizing the system design, in the case
of a space power system, is to carefully choose settings of k factors X =
[X I, X2, ..... ,Xk] first to maximize a performance measure _, and then
determine the factors that have no or very little influence on _ to adjust
or tune n so that n÷_. In many cases _ = 10 log (n/o) 2 where (n/o) 2 can be
considered a signal power-to-noise power ratio• As defined, the performance
2 2
measure, _, depends on a ratio. Hence, no modelling of either n or o is
required, only the ratio is important•
The problem is to separate the k factors _ into four groups: X - [ _I'
_2' _3' _4] where
•x_I
• x_4
=factors affecting n only
2
=factors affecting (n/o) only
2
=factors affecting o only
_factors with no detectable affects
The approach to optimizing a system design based on Taguchi's method has
been used quite successfully in Japan for approximately two decades.
After separating X into four groups, the strategy is to find the best
m
settings of X that accomplish the following goals:
• A product design that is on target
• A system that has minimum variance
• A system that is operating at the minimum penalty•
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This approach to optimizing a system design based on Taguchi's methodhas
been used quite successfully in Japan for approximately two decades and is
gaining momentumfor adoption in the United States.
It was demonstrated that system availability is strongly tied to the
following boundries:
• Operating time interval
• Reliability
• Uptime ratio
• Meantime before failure (MTBF)
• Meantime to repair a failure (MTTR)
• State-of-the-art
As space systems moveoutward into our solar system, the system operating
time, reliability, and uptlme ratio will increase• These quantities must
drive the meantime before failure upwardsand meantime to repair a failure
downwards. If the state-of-the-art does not lead this boundary the system
feasibility region will shrink.
Increasing the system MTBFand decreasing the system MTTRcan be a
strong driver on the individual system component's MTBFand MTTR(Chapter
15). The relationship between the componentmeantime specifications and
the mean time system specification is intimately tied to the system
topology• For example, if a comparison is made between a manned and
unmannedspace system, the mannedsystem topology will be more complex
becauseof the higher required reliability. This in turn, drives the system
massupwards• Systemstructures will have to be developed using some sort
of a dynamic approach such that componentscan be reconflgured to satisfy
systems demandsand system reliability without significantly increasing
system mass.
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Increasing the system's operating temperature reduces the size of the
radiators, especially for the high power low efficiency nuclear sources
(Chapters 3,6,7,13). However, the structural integrity and all electronic
component characteristics must tract with increase temperature; otherwise,
early component failure will occur causing the system characteristics to
exceed the system design limits.
Technologies in the area of composite and ceramic material should be
developed. Composite materials can be formed in such a manner so that they
offer great strength in a prescribed direction. This allows for a
significant mass reduction. This investigator has shown through hot-cold
heat cycling that the number cycles and the hot-cold temperature
differential has an adverse affect on the stress-strain modulus of a boron-
aluminum composite. Results did indicate that for a given temperature
differential and one heat cycle, the change in the modulus was insignificant
as compared to a non-cycled composite material. Debonding of the fibers
from the material was a major contributer modulus degradation.
High temperature ceramics materials maintain their strength an elevated
temperature, but they tend to shatter on heavy impacts. Development of
ceramics, that exhibit some degree of plasticity at high temperatures in
order to absorb the impact energy and still preserve high temperature
strength, would be an asset to the space program. Such materials would be
lighter than their metallic counterparts causing the specific system mass to
decrease.
A substantial redundancy/mass penalty is paid for a manned space
system, especially one that is designed to operate over a very long period
of time. In other words, personnel are probably the most expensive item in
the system if all the necessary support material is included. In order to
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reduce this expense, a high level autonomous system must be developed to
offset man's presence in space. This would free the personnel from mundance
activity and allow them the opportunity to gather as much information about
their mission as possible.
Of all the subsystems that comprise a space system, the electric power
system will have probably the largest mass component• The electric power
system is the heart of the space system and if it is not functioning
properly, the entire system, including the personnel, are in jeopardy
(Chapters 2,4,8).
The only plausible method for reducing dedicated power personnel is to
use some form of automation with a layer of autonomy (Chapter 5).
Automation is the self-operation of a process, in this case an electrical
power system, without the aid of any outside controls• Autonomy is
automation with the added feature of self-government that considers such
items as
• Planning
• Problem solving
• Decision making
• Self-malntenance
This all takes place under variable or even abnormal conditions that can
extend over a period of time. Power faults occur when the user demand
exceeds the power capacity of the system and nothing is done about the
situation or user demand is on schedule, but an electrical component failed
causing a disruption in the service to the users•
The user power demand can be avoided by properly scheduling the users
so that there are no surges in power demand (Chapter 11). The user
scheduling can be a prloritized lists that changes with time.
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The case of a component failure is more serious because of the
indeterministic nature of the failure. However, if device signature
technology can be developed so that the autonomous system watches for tell-
tall flags and takes appropriate action prior to component failure; almost
all catastrophic situation can be avoided (Chapter 5).
The total electrical power demand will grow as space activity
increases, such as more complex experiments and added personnel just to name
a few drivers. The Inter-connecting transmission lines mass could become a
sizeable portion of the entire electrical power system's mass, especially if
the power system extends over a large service area (Chapters 2,7).
Transmission llne efficiency, operating voltage and frequency, and voltage
regulation have a high impact on the transmission line mass due to the
transmission line resistivity.
Superconducting technology that would have the following physical
transmission llne characteristics would be an asset to transmission line
mass reduction.
• Flexible superconductive transmission line
• Match the superconductive temperature to the inter-
planetary environment so that no added cooling is required
• Increase the current density without paying the penalty of
lowering the superconduction temperature.
Presently, superconductors (90°K) are in the oxide family and are brittle
and do not meet all the necessary requirements for transmission line
applications•
For a given total electrical power output operating in a non-
superconductive mode, increasing the operating llne voltage reduces the
transmission llne mass; a similar strategy is used in terrestrial power
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systems planning. However, better insulation technology will have to be
developed because of the hostile space environment. Results have indicated
that radiation and plasma are just two of the many factors that shorten the
life span of insulators.
High frequency power generation decreases the electrical system power
mass by reducing inductive mass devices such as transformers and regulators.
Depending on the source of energy there are essentially two methods for
generating high frequency power
. Heat source: converting heat energy into high frequency
electrical energy via a turbine-alternator
• DC source: converting dc energy to high frequency
electrical energy via electronic switching.
High frequency alternators, in the form of induction generators, have
been around for decades• The specific mass of these generators will have to
be reduced before they can be used in a space power system. Because there
are moving parts, bearing and lubrication technology will have to be
developed in order for the alternators to operate over tens of years without
failure. The same technology applies to the turbine side of the conversion
system• The space station, in its later evolution, will be using this type
of technology and should provide a good data base for further research and
development•
The conversion of heat energy to high frequency power from a nuclear
source is accomplished via de to high frequency using an electronic
converter (Chapters 7,9,10). The de link should be as short as possible
placing the electronic converter component in a hostile temperature and
radiation environment. This is detrimental to the semiconduction process
since the it depends strongly on crystalline structure, which deteriorates
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with increasing temperature and radiation damage. Semlconducting materials
that operate at high temperature and are not strongly suscepltble to
radiation effects will have to be developed.
High power vacuumswitch devices have been used in terrestrial electric
power system for many years (Chapter 10). There are commercial devices
available that can interrupt 500-amperecurrent with a nominal voltage drop
from 200 to 500 volts at a 16 KHZpulse repetition frequency. Projections
indicate that a 50,O00-amperecurrent with a 30-volt nominal voltage drop at
1000 KHZis conceivable. The advantage of vacuumswitching is the fact that
there is no crystalline structure to be disturbed by high temperature and
radiation levels. Also, these devices are not based on hot cathode electron
emission. In passing it is to be noted that the USSRhas been very active
in high power vacuumswitching for manyyears.
Raising the power system operating frequency does have drawbacks. For
example, electromagnetic interference is a very important _item whenvoltage
sensitive electronic devices are on board the space vehicle. Proper
shielding and transmission llne configuration will help reduce some of
the electromagnetic interference, but much effort has to be made to minimize
venerable interference.
Although high frequency power systems are less massive, fault diagnosis
will have to be performed in a shorter period of time. This necessiates
faster computers and better instrumentation transducers to monitor the power
system's activity. Transducer time response will have to be scaled
downwards to respond to various kinds of power faults.
Assuming all the above technologies are in place, the main objective of
any electrical power system is to accomodate the demand for power in a
reliable manner. Optimal operation of an electric power system
16.10
(Chapters 1,11) is very important in order to use the source of energy
wisely. Results indicate that operating all electrical nodes at the highest
voltage possible, smallest transmission line resistance, and as close to
unity power factor as possible results in the best system operation.
16.11
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SEARCH TITLE: SPACECRAFT RADIATORS
DESCRIPTION:
1. Space Power Reactors
2. Thermoelectric Power
3. Thermionic Power Generation
4. Nuclear Electric Power
5. Spacecraft Radiators
The above entries were combined using Boolean logic to refine
a search strategy, and it was used with the above set numbers
only.
Logic Statement: (1+2+3+4)'5
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SEARCH TITLE: SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY
DESCRIPTION:
1. Lunar Spacecraft
2. Space Power Reactors
3. Thermonuclear Power
4. Thermoelectric Power
5. Thermionic Power Generation
6. Nuclear Electric Power
7. Spacecraft Shielding
8. Spacecraft Reliability
The above entries were combined ueing Boolean logic to refine
a search strategy, and it was used with the above set numbers
only.
Logic Statement: (1+2+3+4+5+6+7)'8
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